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Temporal dynamics of Raman bre lasers tend to have very complex nature, owing to
great cavity lengths and high nonlinearity, being stochastic on short time scales and quasi-
continuous on longer time scales. Generally bre laser intensity dynamics is represented by
one-dimensional time-series, which in case of quasi-continuous wave generation in Raman
bre lasers gives little insight into the processes underlying the operation of a laser. New
methods of analysis and data representation could help to uncover the underlying physical
processes, understand the dynamics or improve the performance of the system.
Using intrinsic periodicity of laser radiation, one dimensional intensity time series of
a Raman bre laser was analysed over fast and slow variation time.is allowed to exper-
imentally observe various spatio-temporal regimes of generation, such as laminar, turbu-
lent, partial mode-lock, as well as transitions between them and identify the mechanisms
responsible for the transitions.
Great cavity length and high nonlinearity also make it dicult to achieve stable high
repetition rate mode-locking in Raman bre lasers. Using Faraday parametric instability
in extremely simple linear cavity experimental conguration, a very high order harmonic
mode-lockingwas achieved in 2.2 km longRaman bre laser.emaximumachieved pulse
repetition rate was 12 GHz, with 7.3 ps long Gaussian shaped pulses.
ere is a new type of random lasers – random distributed feedback Raman bre laser,
which temporal properties cannot be controlled by conventionalmode-locking orQ-switch
techniques and mechanisms. By adjusting the pump conguration, a very stable pulsed
operation of random distributed feedback Raman bre laser was achieved. Pulse duration
varied in the range from 50 to 200 µs depending on the pump power and the cavity length.
Pulse repetition rate scaling on the parameters of the system was experimentally identied.
Additional keywords and phrases: Nonlinear optics, turbulence, mode-locking, ultra-
short pulses, analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Raman bre lasers have unique and attractive properties such as the ability to operate at
any desired wavelength, high gain bandwidth and quantum eciency. However, gener-
ally a high bre length is required leading to high total nonlinearity and dispersion, which
makes it dicult to achieve and control the desired temporal properties of the radiation.
e motivation for this work is to developed methods of analysis and control of the tempo-
ral properties of radiation from Raman bre lasers, to open new possibilities for practical
applications.
is work is structured in the following way. In the beginning a general introduction
into Raman bre lasers will be given, with an overview of mode-locking, random dis-
tributed feedback Raman bre lasers, electro-acoustic response in optical bres and spatio-
temporal representation of laser radiation. In the second part spatio-temporal treatment of
the laser radiation will be introduced as a method which allows one to follow the evolution
of any structures in the radiation over fast time and slow time scales. Using this method
various spatio-temporal regimes of generation of Raman bre lasers were experimentally
identied and described. In the third part, novel methods of pattern generation and sta-
bilisation in Raman bre lasers will be proposed and experimentally demonstrated, with
harmonic mode-locking operation in a simple environmentally stable conguration. In
the nal part temporal dynamics of random distributed feedback Raman bre lasers, and
methods of their control will be presented.
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1.1 Raman Fibre Lasers
1.1.1 Raman Gain
Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering process in which a small fraction of incident
photons in molecular medium downshi in frequency by the amount dependent on the
vibrational levels of themedium.e processwas rst discovered byRaman in 1928 [2].e
schematic diagram of the process is shown on the Figure 1.1a.e photons with energy ħωp
excitemolecules to the virtual upper state, fromwhich they decay into one of the vibrational
modes and emit a so called Stokes photon with the energy ħωs. It is also possible that a
molecule in one of the vibrational states absorbs a pump photon and through a virtual state
decays to the ground state emitting an upshied in frequency anti-Stokes photon with the
energy ħωas. e rate of this process depends on the temperature of the medium as the
population of the vibrational states is described by the Boltzmann equation
NV
NG
= exp⎛⎝−ħ (ωas − ωp)kT ⎞⎠ (1.1)
where NV – is the population of the vibrational state, NG – is the population of the ground
state, k – is the Bolzmann constant, and T – is the temperature of the medium.
Ground State
Virtual States
Vibrational States
ωP ωS
ωP ωAS
Figure 1.1: a, Diagram of spontaneous Raman scattering. A pump photon with energy ħωp ex-
cites amolecule from the ground state (for Stokes) or from a vibrational state (for anti-Stokes) to
a virtual state, and a Stokes shifted photon with energy ħωs or anti-Stokes photon with energy
ħωas is created when the molecule decays to a vibrational or ground state.
In amorphous materials like fused silica vibrational states broaden and overlap creating
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Figure 1.2: a, Raman response function of silica bre calculated after [1]. b, Imaginary (orange)
and real (blue) parts of the Fourier transform of the Raman response function. The imaginary
part is proportional to the Raman gain spectrum, and the real part to Raman-induced index
change.
a continuum [3].is continuumdenes the Raman gain gR(Ω) prole [4], where Ω = ωp−
ωs, which unlike in crystalline materials extends over large range of detuning frequencies.
It also depends on the composition of the silica glass and can vary signicantly depending
on the dopants used, dening the frequency shi and the amplitude of the gain. Typical
Raman gain spectrum of silica glass bre is shown on Figure 1.2b.e gain prole has two
maxima at frequency shi Ω ≈ 13 THz and reaches values up to 2.5 (W⋅km)−1. e high
bandwidth of theRamangain in fused silica optical bresmake them suitable for broadband
ampliers.
In the simplest possible case of a pump wave propagating in an optical bre any spon-
taneous photons which are detuned by the frequency falling within the Raman gain band-
width will be amplied by the pump wave.e growth of the Stokes wave in this case can
be described by the coupled equations [5]:
dPs
dz
= gRPpPs − αsPs, (1.2)
dPp
dz
= −ωp
ωs
gRPpPs − αpPp, (1.3)
where αs and αp are bre losses for Stokes and pump frequencies, and gR is the Raman gain
coecient. In the absence of losses these coupled equations simplymean that the number of
photons is conserved in the process of stimulated Raman scattering. If the pump depletion
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term is ignored in Equation 1.3, substituting the result in the Equation 1.2 and solving the
resulting equation, will give:
Ps(L) = Ps(0) exp(gRI0Le − αsL) (1.4)
where L is the bre length and Le = 1 − exp(−αpL)αp .e solution 1.4 shows that because of
the bre losses the eective length of the bre is reduced from the length L to Le . For short
bre lengths eective length is approximately equals to L and for longer spans it asymptot-
ically approaches the value 1
αp
.
Let’s consider a simple linear cavity Raman bre laser Figure 1.3, consisting of a span of
optical bre, two bre Bragg grating (FBG) mirrors forming a resonator and a pump laser.
WDM
Pump 1455 nm
FBG 1 FBG 2
Figure 1.3: A simple Raman bre laser setup.
e balance equations will change in this case [6]:
dPp
dz
= −ωp
ωs
gRPp (P+s + P−s ) − αPp, (1.5)
dP+s
dz
= gRPpP+s − αP+s , (1.6)
dP−s
dz
= −gRPpP−s + αP−s . (1.7)
Where P+s and P−s denote forward and backward propagating Stokes waves correspond-
ingly, Pp is the pump wave, α is the loss for Stokes and pump wave, assuming they are equal
for simplicity of the following derivations.ese equations assume a steady state situation,
with the radiation already established in the cavity.e stimulated Raman scattering is the
dominant process here, and spontaneous emission is neglected. Considering the laser cav-
ity length is L, the boundary conditions are P+s0 = R1P−s0 and P−sL = R2P+sL, where Ps0 and PsL
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are Stokes waves powers at the input and output ends of the cavity, R1 and R2 are the reec-
tivities of the rst and the second mirror correspondingly. As the Stokes wave propagate
in the bre it experience loss exp (−αz) due to scattering and absorption, and at the same
time, it is amplied as exp(gR z∫
0
Pp(z′)dz′) due to Raman gain. From Equations 1.6–1.7 and
boundary conditions it follows that P+s0/P+sL = P−sL/P−s0 = √R1R2. is equation species
the ratio between the end values for the forward and backward propagating Stokes waves.
From this equation follows that P+s = K/P−s , where K is a constant. Considering this, divid-
ing Equation 1.7 by 1.5 and integrating gives [6]:
Pp(z)P−s (z) exp{− gRωpαωs [ ωsωpPp(z) + P+s (z) − P−s (z)]} = C . (1.8)
whereC is a constant, and the equation relates pump and both forward and backward Stokes
waves in any point in the cavity. At the output of the cavity z = L it is reduced to:
P+sL = ln [
√
R1R2
PpL
Pp0
] + gR Pp0 − PpLα
gR
α
ωp
ωs
{1 − R2 −√R1R2 [1 − 1R1 ]}
. (1.9)
where Pp0 and PpL are the input and residual pump power, and the output Stokes power is
the function of these two.is function has a maximum when PpL = αgR and equals to:
P+sL = ln [
√
R1R2
α
gRPp0
] + gR Pp0α − 1
gR
α
ωp
ωs
{1 − R2 −√R1R2 [1 − 1R1 ]}
. (1.10)
It can be shown from Equations 1.5–1.7 that:
dv
dz
= −αu, (1.11)
where v = ωs
ωp
Pp + P+s − P−s and u = ωsωpPp + P+s + P−s , which is the reection of the simple
fact that the photons are only lost to the absorption by the bre in the Raman scattering
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process. Rewriting Equation 1.8 in terms of u, v and K provides the equation:
u = √α2v2 + 4α2K + 4α2 ωs
ωp
Pp0P−s0 exp [−gRωpαωs (v0 − v)] (1.12)
Substituting this into Equation 1.11 and integrating gives:
v0
∫
v(z) (α2v′2 + 4α2K + 4α2 ωsωpPp0P−s0 exp [
−gRωp
αωs
(v0 − v′)])−1/2 dv′ = z. (1.13)
is equation together with Equation 1.9 and the boundary conditions allows to nd the
value of the pump and Stokes waves at any point in the cavity for a given input pump power.
For example using Equation 1.10, it is possible to calculate the optimal bre cavity length
for any given pump power.
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Figure 1.4: a, Dependence of the optimal cavity length on the input pump power for dierent
values of reectivity of the output mirror. b, Pump and Stokes waves power distribution along
the resonator of 1 km long bre laser.
e Figure 1.4a shows numerically calculated dependencies of the optimal cavity length
on the pump power for dierent values of reectivity of the output FBG mirror. Other
parameters were chosen as follows: the pump wavelength 1455 nm, Stokes wavelength
1550 nm, Raman gain coecient gR=2.5 (W⋅km)−1 for OFS Raman bre, R1=98%, linear
loss α=0.05 km−1.
It is also possible to calculate the distribution of pump, forward and back-propagating
Stokes waves powers at every point in the bre cavity. For example when the residual pump
power at the end of the bre PpL = αgR the Stokes output P+sL at the end of the cavity is
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maximumand described by the Equation 1.10. Knowing PpL and P+sL, allows one to ndK, v0
and vL, and substituting v(z) in the range from vL to v0 into Equation 1.13 allows to nd the
corresponding z. From the Equation 1.12 u(z) could be determined as well. Following this
procedure the values of Pp, P+s and P−s could be obtained for each point z in the resonator. As
an example, numerical calculations were performed for 1 km long bre laser with R2 = 30%
and other parameters as described above and presented on the Figure 1.4b. From this graph
it is clear that even for low reectivity output FBG, the pump wave is quickly converted to
the Stokes waves.
e rst Raman bre laser operating in continuous-wave regime was demonstrated in
1976 by K. O. Hill, B. S. Kawasaki and D. C. Johnson [7]. In their setup they used bre as
a gain medium and microscopes with dielectric mirrors to form a cavity. Use of the bre
as a gain medium substantially reduces generation threshold and increases eciency of the
laser. An all bre design employing bre Bragg gratings as a cavity mirrors was demon-
strated much later in 1988 by P. N. Kean et al. [8].is allowed to drastically reduce losses
and achieve narrow-band generation. To achieve laser generation at a desirable wavelength,
longer than the rst Stokes wavelength, in Raman bre lasers technique called cascading
is commonly employed. First cascaded Raman bre laser was proposed and realised by
S. G. Grubb et al. in 1994 [9]. In these lasers cascaded pumping is used, realised by the
means of encapsulated cavities tuned to wavelengths of orders of Raman scattering.
1.1.2 Modeling Raman Fibre Laser
e balance equations considered in the previous section cannot predict the properties of
the laser output, as they do not consider four-wave mixing interactions between the pump
and the generation modes, which aects the resulting optical spectrum and power. To de-
scribe temporal and spectral properties of Raman bre lasers, complex numericalmodeling
based on the NLSE is required [5]:
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∂A±p
∂z
+ (β1p − β1s) ∂A±p∂t + i2β2p ∂2A±p∂t2 + αp2 A±p= iγp (∣A±p∣2 + 2 ∣A±s ∣2)A±p − gp2 (∣A±s ∣2 + ⟨∣A∓s ∣2⟩)A±p , (1.14)
∂A±s
∂z
+ i
2
β2s
∂2A±s
∂t2
+ αs
2
A±s
= iγs (∣A±s ∣2 + 2 ∣A±p∣2)A±s + gs2 (∣A±p∣2 + ⟨∣A∓p∣2⟩)A±s , (1.15)
where A is the complex eld envelope; z is a coordinate; t is the time in a frame of reference
moving with the pump wave; β1p and β1s are the inverse pump and Stokes waves group ve-
locities; β2, α, γ, and g are the group velocity dispersion (GVD), linear attenuation, Kerr,
and Raman gain coecients; “±” denotes the forward and back propagating waves. e
intensities of the counter-propagating waves are included as an average value, due to high
relative speeds and low interaction times, which results in reduced contribution to the spec-
tral broadening. During the integration the values of counter-propagating waves should be
taken from the previous iteration.ese equations are derived in the limit of typical struc-
ture duration exceeding value of 1 ps, the time scales considerably larger than time scales at
which Raman response function changes [10].
Even though polarisation eects are not included here, these equations allow to perform
detailed numerical simulation of a Raman bre laser [11–16], and study the statistics of
the output radiation, temporal and spectral properties, eects of cross-phase modulation
between the pump and Stokes waves etc. For numerical simulations ofmode-lockedRaman
bre laserswith pulse durations considerably shorter than 1 ps the eects of Raman response
function should be included.
It is also possible to numerically simulate a Raman bre laser to nd the distribution
of pump and Stokes waves in the cavity. Using the same parameters of the system as in
the example with balanced equations, and additional parameters of real bre and gratings:
dispersion at 1550 nm D = −20 ps/nm/km, dispersion at 1455 nm D = −23 ps/nm/km,
nonlinear coecient at 1550 nm γs = 5.85 (W⋅km)−1, nonlinear coecient at 1455 nm γp =
7.24 (W⋅km)−1, the dierence between pump and Stokes group velocities was neglected.
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Figure 1.5: a, Pump and Stokes waves power distribution along the resonator of 1 km long bre
laser. b, Optical spectrum of the Stokes radiation obtained in the full NLSE model.
e reectivity of the gratings were chosen the same R1 = 98% and R2 = 30%. Both gratings
had width of 1 nm and super-Gaussian prole. e pump wave was modelled as a single
frequency.
e results of numerical simulations are presented on the Figure 1.5a and are in perfect
agreement with the power distribution predicted by the balanced equations. e optical
spectrum of the laser radiation averaged over 4 round-trips obtained in this example is
shown on the Figure 1.5b.
1.2 Mode-locking in Fibre Lasers
Ultrashort optical pulses nd more and more practical applications in such areas as ma-
terial processing [17], biomedical applications [18], telecommunications [19, 20], metrol-
ogy [21–23], supercontinuum generation [24], gas sensing [25], scientic research and oth-
ers. is growing interest in shorter and more powerful pulses drives the development
of new types of lasers capable producing them. Since the development of high-brightness
laser-diode pump sources in the 1980s and the demonstration of Erbium-doped bre am-
pliers [26,27], interest in bre lasers started to grow. Initially the interest in ultrafast bre
lasers, i.e. bre lasers generating ultrashort optical pulses, was fuelled by the demand for
increasingly shorter pulses in optical telecommunications, as well as their simplicity and
compact design. In the last two decades ultrafast bre lasers have seen continuous devel-
opment and tremendous amount of research went into new designs, novel bre types and
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geometries, types of dopants used, all of which considerably extended their areas of appli-
cation and performance capabilities. Most of these ultrafast bre lasers produce ultrashort
pulses by operating in the regime of mode-locking.
Mode-locking – is a group of methods to produce ultrashort optical pulses from lasers.
Generally it can be described in terms of either frequency domain or time domain.e term
itself comes from frequency domain description.e spectrum of radiation of a laser with
cavity length L will consist of many longitudinal modes separated by ∆ f = c
2nL
, where c –
is the speed of light and n – is the refractive index of the media [28]. Generally these modes
will have random phases, and interference terms in the total intensity ∣E(t)∣2 will average
out and the output of the laser will be of constant power as is the case with multimode con-
tinuous wave (CW) lasers. However if the phases of dierent modes can be controlled, the
output temporal dynamics will change. Mode-locking then is a group of methods to intro-
duce xed constant value of phase dierence between adjacent modes.e rst indications
ofmode-lockingwere observed byGürs andMüller [29] in ruby lasers.e theory ofmode-
locking (frequency locking, phase-locking) was rst introduced by W. E. Lamb Jr. [30] in
the theory of optical maser. If the relative phases of themodes are xed with respect to each
other the output of the laser in time domain will be represented by a train of pulses, with
time separation 1/∆ f corresponding to the cavity round-trip time.eminimum temporal
duration of the resulting pulse τp = [(2M + 1)∆ f ]−1 [31], where 2M + 1 is the number of
cavity modes locked, is inversely related to the spectral bandwidth of the laser radiation.
e broader the optical bandwidth – the shorter pulse duration can be achieved.
In terms of analytical description, the frequency domain approach becomes unman-
ageable as in practice ultrashort pulses are produced by mode-locking of large number of
modes over wide bandwidth andmechanisms that are involved are generally nonlinear. An
early review of frequency-domain analysis was done by Smith et al. [32].
ere are dierent methods that can be used to induce such phase relationship between
modes, but they can be divided into two categories – passive and active mode-locking.
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1.2.1 Active mode-locking
Activemode-locking involves use of external sources of periodic signal to induce amodula-
tion of the amplitude or the phase of the intracavity optical eld.emodulation frequency
should be equal to or a multiple of the mode spacing in the frequency domain. Depend-
ing on whether the amplitude or phase is modulated it is called amplitude or frequency
modulation correspondingly. In practice this can be done for example by introducing the
acoustic optical modulator into the laser cavity. Modulation leads to sidebands generation
which overlap with neighbouring modes and results in phase synchronisation. L. E. Har-
grove, R. L. Fork, and M. A. Pollack were rst to report active mode-locking in a He-Ne
laser [33].ey used a fused quartz block inside the laser resonator as an optical modula-
tor. By exciting it at longitudinal acoustic resonance frequency they were able to produce
diraction orders uctuating at double the driving frequency, thus coupling optical modes
of the laser. Further development of these ideas was done by M. H. Crowell [34]. He was
able to substantially increase the pulse repetition rate by astutely adjusting the loss of the
cavity. At the same time big theoretical work describing systems analogous to ones built by
L. E. Hargrove and M. H. Crowell was done by M. DiDomenico [35].
Another method of active mode-locking – regenerative RF feedback was proposed by
G. R. Huggett [36]. e main idea of this method is to measure RF beats between axial
modes and use this dierential frequency as external feedback to the laser cavity by the
means of phasemodulator.is systemhas a few advantages such as ability to track changes
in real time and tune parameters to keep system stable. Another advantage is applicability
to any laser system where continuous phase-locking is required.
e analytic theory of active mode-locking was established by Kuizenga and Siegman
[37].ey studied the process in the frequency domain, with longitudinal modes injection
locked by the loss modulator. ey predicted and later conrmed the pulse shape to be
Gaussian.
e general scheme of an activelymode-locked laser is presented on the Figure 1.6a.e
resonator is formed of two mirrors, with gain and amplitude modulator placed inside the
cavity.e longitudinal modes are separated by ∆ω = 2pi
Trt
, where Trt is the cavity round-trip
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Figure 1.6: a, Schematic of an actively mode-locked laser. b, Time dependence of net gain and
pulse.
time.e amplitude modulator introduces cosinusoidal loss in the cavity at the frequency
ωm = ∆ω. is modulation creates sidebands for the central mode, for which gain is the
highest, and these sidebands will injection lock the adjacent cavity modes, which in turn
will lock their neighbours.e resulting pulse will have a Gaussian shape:
A(ω) = A0 exp (−ω2τ2) (1.16)
where
τ4 = 2g(Mω2mω2g) (1.17)
where peak gain is 1 + g and g ≪ 1, M is the modulation depth, and 2ωg is the gain band-
width. Figure 1.6b shows the active mode-locking in time domain. e modulation pro-
vides a time dependant loss, and whenever the loss dips below the gain level the curvature
of the pulse envelope is negative. In the time domain the pulse shape is [38]:
A(t) = A0 exp(− t22τ2) (1.18)
Active mode-locking does not allow one to achieve the shortest possible pulses, as the
modulation frequency cannot be raised arbitrarily. However, by driving the modulator at
frequency an integer multiple of the round-trip frequency it is possible to make multiple
pulses circulate in the laser cavity. is will increase pulse repetition rate proportionally
to the increase of the driving frequency, and reduce the pulse duration, however the pulse
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energy will not be as high as in fundamental mode-locking. e rst experimental and
theoretical results on harmonicmode lockingwere presented byM. F. Becker, D. J. Kuizenga
and A. E. Siegman [39].ey were able to drive the modulator ve times the fundamental
frequency of the laser resonator, thus increasing repetition rate vefold.
By the year 1989 soliton pulses as short as 4 ps were generated in a actively mode-
locked ring cavity erbium-doped bre laser (EDFL)with extra 2 kmof brewith anomalous
GVD [40]. Further improvements in active harmonic mode-locking resulted in develop-
ment of the systemwith pulse-repetition rate as high as 40 GHz using a high-speed LiNbO3
modulator [41].
e main problem with active harmonically mode-locked bre lasers is the stability of
the pulse train generated over extended periods of time. Dierent stabilisation techniques
are required such as phase-locking, or use of high-nesse Fabry-Perot lter with a free spec-
tral range equal to pulse repetition rate. To eliminate environmental factors modulation
frequency should be matched to longitudinal mode spacing. is can be achieved by the
use of the technique of regenerative mode locking [42], where the electrical signal for the
modulator is generated from the laser output by a clock-extraction system, amplier and a
phase controller.
One of the biggest disadvantages of active mode-locking is that the pulse-shortening
rate (PSR) for active mode-locking decreases signicantly as the pulse circulating in the
cavity gets shorter. To achieve shorter and more stable pulses some other mode-locking
techniques should be employed, which in contrary to active are called passivemode-locking
techniques.
1.2.2 Passive mode-locking
e main dierence between active and passive mode-locking is that passive mode-locking
does not require external sources of periodic signal to produce pulses. Since the rst pi-
cosecond pulses were generated with the help of passive saturable absorber [43], it has been
the main method for obtaining the shortest pulses. Passive mode-locking techniques rely
on some intracavity element, or group of elements, called saturable absorber, which will
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introduce changes in the light circulating in the cavity. Saturable absorbers can be broadly
separated into two classes: slow saturable absorbers and fast.
Slow Saturable Absorber
Saturable absorber is a lossy element with loss dependent on the optical intensity. Loss
is reduced at higher optical intensities thus permitting only short pulses with high peak
power to exist in the laser cavity. Slow saturable absorber cannot recover it’s absorption on
the timescale of an ultrashort pulse. It is however possible to generate picosecond pulses
with slow saturable absorbers, which was demonstrated in the early experiments on passive
mode-locking was done by E. P. Ippen, C. V. Shank, and A. Dienes [44]. It was the rst
continuous-wave mode locking with dye saturable absorber. In a later experiment with
ashlamp-pumped dye lasers with dye saturable absorber [45] it was demonstrated that
recovery time of the dye saturable absorber was in an order of nanoseconds. Surprising at
the time, but it was later explained by New [46], who suggested that it was possible due to
dynamic saturation of gain.
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Figure 1.7: Pulse-shaping time dependant gain and loss dynamics for slow saturable absorber
mode-locking.
As demonstrated on the Figure 1.7, the absorber would quickly saturate and absorb the
leading edge of the pulse, while gain depleted by the peak of the pulse would cause loss for
the trailing edge of the pulse, with both gain and saturable absorption recovering before
the arrival of the pulse on the next round-trip.e resulting pulse have a simple hyperbolic
secant shape [47]:
A(t) = A0sech tτ (1.19)
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where
1
τ4
= ω2gA40
4
( l0
W2l
− g0
W2g
) . (1.20)
For slow saturable absorber to successfully mode-lock the laser one important condition
should be met: l0
Wl
> g0
Wg
, where l0 is unsaturated loss, g0 is initial undepleted gain, before
arrival of the pulse,Wl is the saturation energy of the saturable absorber, andWg is the sat-
uration energy of the gain.is condition simply mean that the saturable absorber should
saturate more strongly than the gain for the net gain to be positive.
One of themost important applications of slow saturable absorber is the passivelymode-
locked semiconductor laser [48], where integrated saturable absorbers have been created
by defects or inhomogeneous excitation with tandem contacts. Pulse repetition rates up to
1.54 THz were achieved [49] in such lasers.e main application of passively mode-locked
semiconductor lasers is bre optic telecommunication systems, where they are used as pulse
sources. Another frequently used type of slow passive saturable absorber is semiconductor
saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) [50,51], which is a mirror structure with incorporated
saturable absorber, all made in semiconductor technology, but could be used to mode-lock
a wide range of dierent types of lasers. Some more exotic designs include semiconductor
saturable absorbers which are based on quantum dots embedded in glass [52].
More recent developments include thin layers of carbon nanotubes used as saturable
absorbers [53]. Carbon nanotubes proved to exhibit very versatile absorption features de-
sirable for passive mode-locked lasers, such as high bandwidth of absorption [54].
In most real, or material saturable absorbers the shortest achievable pulse duration is
limited by the material response and recovery time [55]. Even for carbon nanotubes, which
have recovery time of approximately 750 fs [56], the shortest pulses reported are of an order
100 fs [57].e advantage of real saturable absorbers is simplicity, but to achieve the shortest
and most powerful pulses, articial fast saturable absorbers should be used.
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Fast saturable absorbers
A fast saturable absorber is an element or a group of elements that based on the fastest opti-
cal nonlinearities, which are reactive and nonresonant. For example the index of refraction
in glass has response time of a few femtoseconds [58], and has a very large bandwidth. As
it’s response and recovery are almost instantaneous compared to the duration of the pulse,
they do not rely on gain saturation for the pulse formation. e mechanism of action is
very simple and shown on the Figure 1.8. e saturable absorber is fast enough to shape
both leading and trailing edges of the pulse.
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Figure 1.8: Pulse-shaping time dependant gain and loss dynamics for fast saturable absorber
mode-locking.
ere are some devices capable of exhibiting properties very similar to saturable ab-
sorbers but not actually exploiting saturable absorption. For example a NOLM [59, 60],
which mechanism is based on interferometric or additive-pulse mode-locking. In simple
conguration shown on Figure 1.9 two output ports of a non-50/50 coupler joined by a piece
of bre. e input pulse is split into two counterpropagating parts, and aer propagating
in the nonlinear media, the acquired phase shi will depend on the intensity of the eld
as ϕ = 2pin2∣E∣2L
λ
. Depending on the phase shi the eld will be either reected back or
transmitted, which leads to transmission of higher intensity central part of the pulse and
reection of lower intensity wings. Non-symmetric coupler could be replaced with 50/50
coupler and asymmetrically placed gain within the loop, in which case such device is called
NALM [61]. In this conguration the pulse propagating in counter-clockwise direction is
immediately amplied in doped bre placed close to the coupler, while clockwise propagat-
ing part of the pulse is amplied aer propagating through the bre, thus two parts acquire
dierent nonlinear phase shi. If NALM is adjusted such that the phase shi in the central
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Figure 1.9: Pulse shortening by the NOLM with unbalanced non-50/50 coupler or NALM with
asymmetrically placed gain and nonlinear medium.
part of the pulse is close to pi, this part of the pulse will be transmitted while wings will
be reected. As a result pulse will be amplied and shortened aer leaving NALM. First
lasers utilising NALM as a mode-locking element were reported in 1991 [62–64]. Pulses as
short as 98 fs were obtained in later experiments [65]. Using external ampliers and linear
dispersive compressors it was possible to produce 30 fs pulses.
Another nonlinear mode-locking technique that is used in bre lasers is nonlinear po-
larisation rotation orNPE [66].e physicalmechanism involved is rather simple and relies
on nonlinear birefringence. Conceptually it is similar to NALM, but in this case dierently
polarised components of the same pulse are used instead of counter propagating waves.e
most simple setup is a ring cavity that consists of doped bre, output coupler, wavelength-
divisionmultiplexing (WDM) and polarising isolator placed between two polarisation con-
trollers.emechanism of action can be explained as follows. A linearly polarised pulse af-
ter the polarising isolator enters the polarisation controller where its polarisation is changed
to elliptical Figure 1.10. During propagation in the bre polarisation components experi-
ence dierent phase shis due to self-phasemodulation (SPM) and cross-phasemodulation
(XPM) eects which result in nonuniform state of polarisation across the pulse.e second
polarisation controller is adjusted to change the polarisation of the central high amplitude
part of the pulse to linear, which allows central part to pass through the isolator, while the
wings of the pulse get attenuated. is eectively shortens the pulse. e rst passively
mode-locked lasers employing the technique of NPE were developed in 1992 [67] and by
year 1993 77 fs pulses with 90 pJ energy were generated in normal group velocity dispersion
ring cavity laser [68].
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Figure 1.10: The mechanism of pulse shortening by NPE.
One considerable drawback of lasersmode-locked byNPE is environmental stability. In
long length cavities required to induce sucient phase shi ambient temperature variations
can lead to birefringence uctuations that can signicantly aect themode-locking process.
is problem can be addressed by reducing the cavity length or introducing polarisation
maintaining bre into the cavity so that linear birefringence is not aected by temperature
variations.
ere are other less widespread interesting passive mode-locking techniques. In one
experiment dual-core bre with one core doped with Erbium played roles of both gain
medium and saturable absorber [69]. Mechanism of action is relatively simple and relies
on nonlinear directional coupling. At high powers most of the energy is conned in the
doped bre while at low powers energy is transferred to the second undoped core, result-
ing in pulse shortening. Another simple design uses three bre Bragg gratings to create
coupled-cavities and relies on additive-pulse mode locking [70]. One of the equal parts is
dopedwith Erbiumwhile another is standard single-mode bre. Even though cavity lengths
were not exactly matched the laser producedmode-locked pulses.is can be explained by
wavelength self-tuning when dierent spectral components are reected at dierent depth
in the bre Bragg grating, which eectively matches cavity lengths. Another interesting
recent development very promising for mode-locked bre lasers is an array of waveguides
exhibiting nonlinear coupling [71].
1.2.3 Mode-locked Raman Fibre Lasers
As it was described in the previous section, passive mode-locking enables higher repetition
rates and shorter pulse durations compared to active mode-locking, but in both cases the
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shortest possible pulse duration will depend on the gain bandwidth available. In bre lasers
gain bandwidth and the wavelength of operation depend on the gain mechanisms which
is usually provided by bres doped with ions of various rare-earth metals. e rst bre
laser was demonstrated in 1961 [72] and used a Nd doped bre as a gain medium, but it was
only in the late 1980s that bre lasers saw extensive development with the demonstration of
Erbium-doped bre ampliers [26, 27].
Mode-locked bre lasers based on Erbium doped bre are one of the most widespread
types of ultrafast bre lasers. Erbium doped bre have a broad gain bandwidth, high e-
ciency and can operate at very high output powers [73].e operating wavelength of such
lasers lies in 1535–1560 nm spectral region. Another popular dopant of choice is Ytter-
bium. Fibre lasers based on Ytterbium operate in 1000–1100 nm [74] spectral region and
pulse duration is comparable to Erbium based lasers, but achievable output powers can be
somewhat higher [75]. Other dopants can also be used such as Neodymium, which can be
conveniently pumped by GaAs semiconductor lasers at 800 nm, with operating wavelength
at 1060 nm. It can also operate near 920 nm and 1350 nm. In the early 1990s a lot of devel-
opment went into Praseodymium doped bre to make lasers and ampliers on ions Pr3+
that can operate at 1.3 µm and 1.05 µm. ulium doped bre lasers operating in 1.71 µm
to 2.1 µm spectral region were developed in mid 1990s because of their potential applica-
tions.ulium doped bre lasers can also operate at 481 nm using up conversion pumping
scheme. Holmium doped bre lasers pumped at 800 nm and operating in 2 µm spectral
region are used for medical and eye-safe applications.
Although high repetition rates exceeding 100 GHz [76] and pulse durations as short
as 47 fs directly from the laser [77] were obtained from lasers based on rare-earth metals
doped bres, they exhibited comparably low output powers limited to nJ range of ener-
gies per pulse. Furthermore, wavelength of operation and gain-bandwidth is dependant
on the dopant used. is makes the Raman laser a good platform of choice for passive
mode-locking as it provides operation wavelength tuneability and wide enough bandwidth
to support femtosecond pulses [78], which can possibly be further extended by appropriate
combination of pump sources. It is also proved to be capable of high output powers [79].
Compared to other types ofmode-locked lasers, bre lasers havemuchmore pronounced
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nonlinear and dispersive eects, and even though they also allow incorporation of dierent
types of bre for dispersion compensation, which can be very dicult in case of solid state
bulk lasers, these eects severely limit the performance of mode-locked bre lasers, espe-
cially pulse power, pulse duration and shape of the pulse. Various methods were employed
to ght these problems, such as nonlinearity [80] and dispersion [81] management. Alter-
natively nonlinearity and dispersion can be used as a mean to increase the pulse energy by
operating laser in similariton regime.
Any pulse propagating in a normal dispersion amplier will asymptotically evolve into
a parabolic pulse [82]. e resulting parabolic pulse will propagate further in self-similar
manner, with spectral and temporal width growing exponentially with positive linear chirp
being preserved. Such parabolic pulses allow similariton mode-lock lasers.
Similaritonmode-locking proved to be a promising technique for obtaining high power
pulses without wave-breaking in bre lasers as similaritons can tolerate strong nonlinearity
[83], unlike dispersion managed and soliton based mode-locked bre lasers [84, 85], in
which wave breaking due to excess of nonlinear phase is the main limiting factor for pulse
energy. Furthermore as similaritons contain linear chirp they can be easily dechirped to
nearly Fourier transform limited pulses [82,86]. Pulse energies as high as 61 nJ and as short
as 55 fs were achieved in dierent similariton mode-locked lasers recently [87–90].
Dierent approaches and architectures were proposed to obtain similaritons. Twomain
ways are parabolic ampliers and lasers. In parabolic ampliers initial input pulse from an
external source evolves self-similarly into parabolic pulse in the normal dispersion ampli-
er while in similariton lasers parabolic pulses are formed in the cavity and maintained by
spectral ltering and gain. Reported systems can be categorised by gainmedia, cavity geom-
etry and mode-locking element used. As a gain media Ytterbium [86, 91–93], Erbium [94]
were widely used. Raman proved to be versatile mechanism for similariton generation as it
does not rely on any particular wavelength and provide wide enough bandwidth to support
femtosecond pulses [15,83,95–98]. To take advantage of the broad Raman gain bandwidth,
the pulse must experience large gain per round trip [92]. Some authors used free-space
optics [86, 90–92, 99], and though very good results can be achieved, free-space optics has
problems with environmental stability and simplicity of tuning. On the other hand all-bre
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lasers are much more stable, robust and show comparable performance. By cavity design
reported all-bre lasers can be generally divided to ring cavity [15,81,90,96,97], linear cav-
ity [92] and gamma-shaped cavity [100] type.
Recently a new concept of mode-locked laser was proposed combining the use of op-
tical similaritons and Mamyshev Regenerator (MR) [101]. First proposed in the context
of regeneration of telecommunication signals, Mamyshev optical regenerator relies on the
SPM-induced spectral broadening of the degraded signal and following subsequent shied
spectral ltering. A transmission line consisting of concatenated double-stage MRs have a
particular eigenpulse preserving both intensity prole and phase along the line. In the pro-
posed concept a ring resonator consisted of a piece of Ytterbium doped bre, optical lter, a
piece of standard single-mode bre, and another optical lter, which combined constituted
a single double-stage MR.e pulse in such cavity experience constant transformation be-
tween parabolic shape in the amplifying part of the cavity and Gaussian pulse aer the
second optical lter.e output pulse had linear chirp which can be easily compensated to
achieve subpicosecond pulses.
In conclusion mode-locked Raman all-bre lasers operating in similariton regime are
a very promising platform for generation of high energy ultra-short pulses.
1.3 Random Distributed Feedback Raman Fibre Lasers
A basic laser design requires a gain medium to provide amplication, and a positive feed-
back mechanism, usually represented by a cavity.e lasing is achieved once the total gain
overcomes the total losses in the cavity. While gain mechanisms could be dierent, the
feedback is usually provided by point-action reectors, i.e. mirrors. e lasing properties
of a laser such as frequencymodes composition and temporal dynamics are then dened by
the gain mechanism used, the geometry and arrangement of the cavity.ere are, however,
other possible feedback mechanisms, such as random distributed feedback. In this case
the feedback is provided by the random scattering events, which eectively increase the
mean optical path, resulting in higher amplication and ultimately lasing. e spectrum
and temporal dynamics in this case would be determined by the spatial arrangement of the
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Figure 1.11: The concept of a random distributed feedback bre laser.
random scatterers. e main concept behind the random laser – the process of multiple
scattering in amplifying media leading to coherent radiation – was originally proposed by
Letokhov in the context of astrophysics [102] and experimentally realised later by dierent
groups [103, 104]. Since then this area of research developed into a separate eld of laser
physics. In practice random lasers can be realised in many dierent congurations, e.g.
nano-particles of titanium oxide TiO2 in dye, where nano-particles play the role of random
reectors and dye acts as an amplifying media.
While simplicity of the design of random lasers is an attractive feature, their sometimes
unpredictable complex lasing properties limit their widespread practical application. Di-
rectionality, spectral and temporal dynamics aremore dicult to control, compared to con-
ventional design, although some of the unusual properties of random lasers are unique and
can be indispensable in some applications. One particular design however attracts a lot of
attention and show great promise – RDFL [105]. In the most basic design an RDFL consists
only of a piece of conventional passive telecommunication optical bre and a pump laser
diode, directly connected to the bre. Being eectively a one-dimensional system, it solves
the problem of directionality for a random laser.e mechanisms involved in operation of
a RDFL laser are demonstrated on the Figure 1.11.
e gain is provided by the stimulated Raman scattering, described in the section 1.1.1
and the random feedback is provided by the Rayleigh scattering, which is an elastic scatter-
ing process. While propagating in the bre, the light scatters on small randomly distributed
variations of refractive index ∆n, which are an inherent consequence of the bre manufac-
turing process. Only a small fraction of light is backscattered into the cavity due to bre
geometry and small numerical aperture (NA) which limits the number of scattered pho-
tons that can be accepted. Hence the backscattering coecient is very small, with typical
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values ε = αs ⋅ Q ∼ 4.5 ⋅ 10−5 km−1 [106, 107], where Q is dened by the numerical aperture
and geometry of the bre used. As a result backscattered radiation is very small, even for
very long bre lengths.
Even though Rayleigh scattering is extremely small it can be detected which is used in
optical time domain reectometry since the late 1970s [108]. If the bre is long enough the
eect of double Rayleigh scattering could be observed, which was reported in long-haul
bre-optic transmission lines [109].e eect manifested itself as irregular spikes of lasing
which occurred at high values of the distributed Raman gain in the system. Later, in the
work studying the generation properties of ultra-long bre laser, with the cavity length of an
order 270 km [110], it was predicted that in such long cavities the Rayleigh scattering based
random feedback could be sucient for lasing. At bre lengths greater than 270 km the
Rayleigh scattering provides higher levels of feedback than high reectivity FBG mirrors
at the end of the bre, which eectively lowers the laser generation threshold in RDFL
compared to a conventional laser.
1.3.1 Design
ere are three possible basic congurations of the random distributed feedback bre laser.
First, is the backward-pumped conguration, in which the pump wave counter-propagates
with the Stokes wave Figure 1.12a. is conguration could be symmetrical double-arm
Figure 1.12a, or single-arm Figure 1.12c, where the FBG acts as a mirror and reects for-
ward propagating Stokes radiation back into the bre making it eectively equivalent to
the double-arm conguration, which was experimentally conrmed in [106]. Similarly, the
forward-pumped conguration could be double- or single-armed, with the dierence that
the Stokes wave co-propagates with the pump wave. In double-arm congurations, due to
complete symmetry of the conguration, both outputs of the laser are identical, providing
similar output powers and generation properties. Single-arm variation has the advantage
in the reduced required bre length and number of other components, most importantly
the pump laser, having almost identical performance, which was conrmed in [106]. In the
third possible conguration shown on the Figure 1.12e a span of optical bre is pumped
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Figure 1.12: Random distributed feedback 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from one end and the Stokes radiation freely escapes from the both ends of the bre, while
feedback provided only by Rayleigh scattering.
1.3.2 Generation Properties
In every conguration described previously the RamanRDFLhas a clear generation thresh-
old.e power performance of a double-armbackward pumped laserwith bre lengths 27.1,
48.7 and 72.9 km is shown on the Figure 1.13. e lasing threshold of 0.6 W of power per
one pump is clearly seen for all bre lengths.e laser exhibits linear output power growth
above the lasing threshold and eciency slope of approximately 50%.e combined output
power fromboth ends reached 3.3Wat 7Wof pumppower in this particular conguration.
e optical spectrum of the radiation below the lasing threshold power is broad and
corresponds to the amplied spontaneous emission spectrum, which is dened by the Ra-
man gain prole of the given bre. Above the generation threshold the spectrumnarrowing
is observed from typical for Raman gain ∼10 nm to ∼1 nm, which is an important criteria of
the transition from amplied spontaneous emission to lasing regime. However, there is a
dierence in the mechanisms of narrowing. In a conventional laser with cavity modes, the
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Figure 1.13: Typical output power performance of the double-arm backward pumped Raman
RDFL.
narrowing of each individual mode is achieved aer many round-trips and multiple reec-
tions from the cavity mirrors, while in Raman RDFL the narrowing is dened by the gain
prole. Eectively, this makes RDFL a single mode laser with a continuous spectrum. As
the Raman gain prole of a typical telecommunication grade bre has a double-peak struc-
ture with twomaxima near 1555 nm and 1565 nm (given 1455 nmpump), the lasing could be
achieved at two wavelengths, either separately or simultaneously depending on the system
conguration and the pump power level. Generally the spectrum tends to broaden with
pump power increase, which is similar to spectral broadening observed in conventional
Raman bre lasers [111].
1.3.3 Control of the Spectral Properties of the Radiation
Broadband Raman gain and Rayleigh scattering based random feedback, together with
the Stokes power distribution in the bre in forward-pumped double-arm conguration
[105, 112, 113] allows to safely incorporate spectral lters Figure 1.14, and make it possible to
control the spectral properties of the output radiation. For example a Fabry-Pérot etalon can
be used to achieve multiple narrow spectral lines within the Raman gain bandwidth [114].
e spectral linewidths and separation is determined by the nesse and the free spectral
range of the etalon in this case. Interestingly enough the power distribution between the
lines is atter compared to the case without the spectral lter. is could be explained by
the reduced gain competition between the spectral components. It is also possible to use
a FBG or an array of FBGs at required wavelengths as a spectrally selective component,
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with the help of an additional circulator. In all cases the linewidth follows the width of
the spectral lter at lower pump powers up to ∼1.2 W, and broadens considerably at higher
powers. Multiwavelength operation can also be achieved by incorporation of all-bre Lyot
lter in the central part (without the circulators shown on the Figre 1.14) [115]. An all-
bre Lyot lter may be made of two 45○ tilted FBGs written in a polarisation maintaining
(PM) bre along it’s principle axis and a piece of PM bre forming the cavity [116, 117].e
bandwidth and free spectral range of the lter depend on the PM bre length and could
be easily adjusted. Raman RDFL incorporating such all-bre Lyot lter was experimentally
realised [115], with multiwavelength generation achieved in the whole range of Raman gain
spectral prole. e laser had at power distribution between the lines, with only 0.5 dB
power variation across 8 lines in 4 nm region. Each line was almost three times narrower
than the bandwidth of the Lyot lter used.
Another possibility is to use a tunable lter to tune the wavelength of the output radi-
ation. In [118] a tunable acousto-optic lter of spectral width 1.5 nm was used, to change
wavelength in the range 1530–1575 nm. Impressively, the output power variation in the ex-
periment did not exceed 3%within the whole tuning range, which ismuch better compared
to the conventional linear or a ring cavity, where the power atness is around 20% within
the similar tuning range [119, 120].
In principle RDFL can combine any tunable, multiwavelength or narrowband genera-
tion properties in any combination, providing great exibility in terms of design and re-
quirements. For example, in [121] the authors usedMach-Zehnder interferometer based on
two long-period FBGs as a tunable broadband lter, in combination with a Fabry-Pérot l-
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ter, to achieve tunable multiwavelength generation with small spectral width of individual
lines. e laser operated at 12 dierent wavelengths and was tunable in the range 1553.9–
1565.4 nm, with spectral width of each individual line of only 0.034 nm.
1.3.4 Modeling Random Distributed Feedback Fibre Laser
Since the demonstration of a random distributed feedback bre laser [105] many dierent
congurations were developed and demonstrated [113, 118, 122–127], operating in dierent
spectral bands [118, 122–124], providing tuneability over a large range of wavelengths [118],
cascaded regime [106, 125] and multi-wavelength output [123, 124]. Particularly interesting
for telecommunication applications is the noise level of RDFLs, which can be lower than of
conventional lasers [128]. Such a broad range of designs and practical applications require
a comprehensive theoretical and numerical description, which proved to be very challeng-
ing [129]. Power generation performance of an RDFL can be described by a simple power
balance model [105,118], giving a good prediction of the generation threshold, longitudinal
power distribution [113], providing tools for optimisation of the power performance [130]
and estimation of the noise properties of an RDFL [128].
However, a simple power model does not allow for the description of spectral and tem-
poral properties of dierent designs of random lasers and so various other models are used.
e random generation can be represented in terms of sets of modes of an active or pas-
sive cavity, extended or localised [129, 131–135]. Some systems could also be described by
Maxwell’s equations combinedwith the rate equations [136,137]. Dierent numericalmeth-
ods are employed to treat such systems ranging fromMonte-Carlo simulation of a random
walk of photons [138], to the transfer matrix method [139, 140], to the nite dierence time
domainmethod [141–143]. It is particularly dicult to apply thesemethods to description of
bre random lasers due to generally great cavity lengths. To investigate numerically power,
spectral, temporal and statistical properties of an RDFL’s radiation a modied NLSE could
be used [144], which takes into account only average energy feedback via random Rayleigh
backscattering.
Let’s consider a symmetrical forward pumping RDFL conguration shown on the Fig-
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ure 1.12b. To describe it a set of generalisedNLSEswith additional terms describing random
Rayleigh scattering [144] can be used. e equations can be z-averaged over dispersion
walk-o length of the pump and Stokes waves which nullies the phase cross-modulation
term [13]:
∂A±p
∂z± + (β1p − β1s) ∂A±s∂t + iβ2p2 ∂2A±p∂t2 +αp2 A±p= iγp ∣A±p∣2 A±p − gp(ω)2 (⟨∣A±s ∣2⟩ + ⟨∣A∓s ∣2⟩)A±p ,
(1.21)
∂A±s
∂z± + iβ2s2 ∂2A±s∂t2 + αs2 A±s − ∆ARayleighs∆z = iγs ∣A±s ∣2 A±s + gs(ω)2 (⟨∣A±p∣2⟩ + ⟨∣A∓p∣2⟩)A±s ,
(1.22)
where A is the complex eld envelope, t is the time in a frame of reference moving with
the pump, β1s is a dierence between pump and generation Stokes waves inverse group ve-
locities, β2, α, γ and g are GVD, linear attenuation, Kerr and Raman coecients, ω stands
for angular frequency. Note that operator g is applied in the frequency domain. Sign “±”
denotes counter-propagating waves, indices “s” and “p” denote Stokes and pump waves, z
is a longitudinal coordinate (z = 0 for starting point and z = L at the other end of the bre).
In these coordinates every coordinate value z for “+” wave corresponds to the value L − z
for “−” wave and vice versa. White noise should be used as an initial condition to take into
account spontaneous Raman emission [145]. Unlike in conventional lasers, where the spec-
tral properties of radiation are mostly dened by the spectral prole and group delay of the
mirrors forming the cavity, in Raman RDFLs Raman gain prole should be taken into ac-
count to correctly model the spectral properties.is could be done by explicitly dening
the Raman gain prole of a given bre or by some approximation. For example parabolic:
gi(ω) = gi − kω2, where k is in ps2/W/km and i = “s” or “p” for Stokes and gain wavelength
correspondingly. Rayleigh scattering is the scattering on sub-micron scale refractive index
inhomogeneities, so the scattering strength is changed randomly on micrometer scale dis-
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tances over the longitudinal coordinate. It is a real challenge to take into account micron
scale random scattering over tens of kilometres of bre length.is requires an enormous
number of numerical integration steps, with the total duration of only one run of laser sim-
ulation taking 106 days if done in a straight-forwardway. However, NLSE-based description
of an RDFL which operates via random Rayleigh scattering, including spectrum properties
of the generation is still possible, if only an average energy income is taken into account, and
results in good quantitative description of an RDFL power performance within the power
balance model [113, 130]. Indeed, from the power balance model it is known that the gen-
eration power of a real RDFL is well described by the average backscattering coecient ε
without taking into account random strength of the scattering on amicrometer scales [113].
e NLSE approach has to provide good predictions of the generation power at rst, and
provide spectral and statistical properties in addition.
To numerically implement this approach in a straight-forward way, one should save
the spectra of the counter-propagating wave in each z-point and use these spectra for the
next iteration when counter-propagating wave transmission is modelled. However such
an “idealistic” approach requires quite big operative memory to save spectra at each step
of numerical simulation. For example, for a typical number of numerical steps over the
bre length of 35000, one needs over 32 Gb of operative memory. e higher the gener-
ation power the lower the nonlinear length, and, consequently, the lower the integration
step, so even bigger memory is needed. To meet this technical challenge, the spectra of
the generated waves are saved at a small number N of equally spaced z-points, during each
iteration. Since the counter-propagating wave is saved only in small number of points, a
staircase function zprox(z) which approximates z with a set of N steps, each of them is a
z-coordinate of the closest point where spectra of “−” wave is saved in the previous itera-
tion.e number N is chosen so at higher values the spectrum of the generation does not
change. In such a way a random bre laser of any length operating at any practical power
could be eectively simulated.
e next step of random bre laser description is to take into account the correlation
properties of the Rayleigh scattering [146]. Correlation properties could be important and
could potentially change the overall statistical properties of the radiation, and, probably,
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provide some correction to spectral properties, however they are not treated within this
model, and only a random phase factor e iϕ0+iωτ0 with random phase ϕ0 and time shis τ0.
e Rayleigh term ∆ARayleighs is given by the equation:
∆A+Rayleighs = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ε∆z
+∞
∫−∞ dω ∣A−s (L − z+)∣2+∞
∫−∞ dω ∣A−s (L − z+prox)∣2
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
1/2
A−s (L − z+prox) e iϕ0+iωτ0 (1.23)
where ε = 4.5 ⋅ 10−5 km−1 is Rayleigh scattering coecient, which depends on bre NA and
fabrication method [147], ∆z is an integration step.
Even though Raman scattering is a polarisation dependant eect, it has been known
from previous works on long Raman bre lasers that scalar models could describe their
operation very well. ere are vector models [148] used to describe the Kerr eect and
birefringence induced instabilities in Raman bre lasers, but generally use of such much
more complicated models is not justied. Described above scalar numerical model could
give good qualitative and quantitative results, however it should be noted that there are
some eects that are not considered within this model, but which can aect laser properties
in some cases:
• Raman gain response time, which is really important in supercontinuum generation.
As the response time is of an order of 100 fs, this model cannot describe any time
dynamics faster than 1 ps
• XPM with pump wave (despite XPM-induced noise transfer from pump to Stokes
wave is experimentally observed in radio frequency beating spectrum in conven-
tional Raman bre lasers, so it tends to be important for noise properties of RDFLs
also)
• Stimulated Brillouin scattering which is observed in experiments near the generation
threshold [105]
• Parasitic reection from bre ends (it is known from experiments that reections as
low as 10−4 could substantially change RDFL’s power [130])
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1.4 Acoustic Response in Optical Fibres
e electric eld of any pulse propagating in an optical bre deforms the bre material
through the electrostriction process. is deformation excites an acoustic wave, which
propagates outward from the bre core to the cladding. Fibre material density variation
associated with the deformation causes small variations of the refractive index.e optical
eld following the initial pulse will experience these variations and change its speed due to
dispersion, which will result in pulse interaction and repositioning in the cavity.is eect
can be very important for stability of mode-locked and particularly harmonically mode-
locked bre lasers and timing jitter of optical pulses in soliton communication systems.
e excitation of an acoustic wave by a short light pulse and consequent perturbation of
the refractive indexwas rst derived byDianov et al. [149], and later repeated by others [150,
151]. Jaouën et al. were the rst to include the response into an NLSE [152].e derivation
of the refractive index perturbation induced by optical pulses and mediated by transverse
acoustic waves will closely follow that of Dianov et al. [149] and Jang et al. [150, 151].
e material density variation caused by electrostriction leads to a change in the dielec-
tric constant ε, which maps into a change of the refractive index:
∆n(t, x , y) ≈ 1
2n
∂ε
∂ρ
ρ(t, x , y) (1.24)
where n is the unperturbed material refractive index and ρ is the density variation from
the average density ρ0 of the fused quartz. Taking into account only dominant pure ra-
dial acoustic modes and neglecting mixed torsional-radial modes, the density variation
ρ(t, x , y) can be found by solving the radially symmetric acoustic wave equation:
∂2ρ
∂t2
− v2∇2ρ − 2A∇2 ∂ρ
∂t
= −γeI(t)
2cn
∇2 [ψ2(r)] . (1.25)
Here v is the longitudinal speed of sound, ∇2 is the transverse Laplacian, A is the sound
viscous attenuation constant, γe = ρ0 ∂ε∂ρ is the electrostrictive constant and I(t) is the time
dependence of the optical intensity. We can neglect the longitudinal gradients of light, be-
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cause longitudinal dimensions of the light pulse is much larger than the transverse size.
For example 1 ps pulse in single mode bre has longitudinal dimension of approximately
200 µm and eld mode diameter of 3–6 µm. e spatial prole of the radially symmetric
fundamental bre mode ψ(r) = exp(−r2
w2
) we assume to be Gaussian with w mode-eld
radius.
Since the right hand side of Equation 1.25 depends only on themodulus of r, the solution
can be expressed as the sum of acoustic eigenmodes:
ρ(t, r) = ∞∑
m=1Am(t)ψm(r), (1.26)
where the radial acoustic wave functions have the form ψm(r) = Mm J0(µmr), with J0
the zeroth-order Bessel function. Assuming that the displacement vector on the cladding
boundary and the corresponding stress tensor components are continous, the condition for
the eigenvalues µm is:
(1 − α2)J0(µmRclad) − α2J2(µmRclad) = 0 (1.27)
where Rclad is the bre cladding radius, J2 is the second order Bessel function, and α =
vs/v with vs the acoustic shear velocity. e coecients Mm are dened with the help of
normalisation condition:
R
∫
0
2pi
∫
0
ψn(r)ψm(r)r dr dϕ = δnm . (1.28)
e time-varying part of the acoustic eigenmodes Am(t) is obtained by Fourier transform-
ing Equation 1.25 and integrating over the spatial proles:
Am(t) = γeBm2cn F−1 [ I˜(ω)ω2 − v2µ2m − i2Aωµ2m ] , (1.29)
where I˜(ω) is the Fourier transform of the optical intensity, and Bm are the overlap integrals
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showing eectivity of the m-th acoustic mode excitation by the optical radiation:
Bm = R∫
0
2pi
∫
0
∇2 [ψ2(r)]ψm(r) r dr dϕ (1.30)
rewriting Equation 1.29 as a convolution in the time domain:
Am(t) = γeBm2cn [I(t) ⋆ δAm(t)] , (1.31)
where δAm(t) is calculated using the residue theorem and is given by:
δAm(t) = −sin(Ωmt)Ωm exp(−Γmt)H(t), (1.32)
with 1
Γm
and Ωm = √v2µ2m − Γ2m are, respectively, the decay time and the frequency of the
m-th acoustic mode, and H(t) the Heaviside step function. Substituting all the quantities
into Equation 1.26 and combining with the Equation 1.24, we obtain:
∆n(t, r) = γ2e
4cn2ρ0
∞∑
m=1Bm [I(t) ⋆ δAm(t)]ψm(r). (1.33)
e perturbation of the refractive index of the bre material leads to a change in the prop-
agation constant and can be evaluated using the perturbation theory [153]:
δne(t) = 1D
2pi
∫
0
∞
∫
0
∆n(t, r)ψ2(r)r dr dϕ = (1.34)
= γ2e
4cn2ρ0D
∞∑
m=1BmCm [I(t) ⋆ δAm(t)] , (1.35)
where D:
D = 2pi∫
0
∞
∫
0
ψ2(r)r dr dϕ (1.36)
and Cm is the overlap integral showing eectivity of light scattering by the m-th acoustic
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mode:
Cm = 2pi∫
0
R
∫
0
ψ2(r)ψm(r)r dr dϕ (1.37)
By introducing a complex eld pulse envelop A(t) such that ∣A(t)∣2 = I(t)D is instanta-
neous power, we can rewrite Equation 1.35:
δne(t) = ∣A(t)∣2 ⋆ δn(t) (1.38)
where δn(t) is the instantaneous response function of electrostrictional interaction:
δn(t) = − γ2e
4cn2ρ0D2
∞∑
m=1BmCm
sin(Ωmt)
Ωm
e−Γm tH(t). (1.39)
On the Figure 1.15 the numerically calculated response function δn(t) is presented,
with the following bre parameters used: ρ0 = 2210 kg/m3 is the density of silica [154],
Γm = 3 ⋅ 107 s−1 is the acoustic dumping coecient which is assumed the same for all modes
[149],w = 3.2 µm is the eldmode radius, v = 5996m/s and vs = 3740m/s is the longitudinal
and shear velocity of sound [155,156], γe = 0.902 is the electrostrictive constant [154], Rclad =
62.5 µm is the bre cladding radius, and n = 1.47 is the refractive index. It is worth noting
that the strength of the eect is more than 3 orders of magnitude lower than the Kerr-
induced index change and even smaller than the longitudinal index variations frozen into
the bre during the manufacturing. However, the eect still can play an important role in
mode-locked laser dynamics, as it will be shown later.
e calculated instantaneous response function of the electrostrictive interaction can
be easily incorporated into NLSE [5, 152, 157]:
∂A
∂z
+ i β2
2
∂2A
∂t2
+ α
2
A = iγK ∣A∣2 A+ i 2piλ [∣A∣2 ⋆ δn(t)]A, (1.40)
where A is the complex eld envelop, γK is the Kerr nonlinearity, and λ is the carrier wave-
length.
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Figure 1.15: a, Theoretical impulse response of the refractive index acoustic perturbation. b, The
rst peak of the acoustic response.
1.5 Spatio-temporal Representation of Laser Generation
Analysis of the properties of lasers plays an important role in understanding the underlying
physical mechanism. Novel methods for investigation are being developed everyday. One
well known representation of laser dynamics – spatio-temporal representation, or I(t, z). It
has been a standard tool in numerical simulations, as it is very straightforward to construct,
but presented a fairly dicult technological challenge for experimental data. In this section
the methods of construction of spatio-temporal representation from an experiment will be
described.
To understand how to present the output laser dynamics as a spatio-temporal evolu-
tion, we need to look at the laser design Figure 1.16a. Most of the laser designs have an
intrinsic characteristic periodicity in their output dynamics associated with the boundary
conditions, i.e. the length of the cavity. In case of fundamentally mode-locked lasers it is
the pulse repetition rate, the reciprocal value of the round-trip time in the cavity for the
pulse. For pulsed lasers it is fairly obvious and a simple experimental task – to construct
the spatio-temporal representation, or round-trip picture. All is required just to trigger the
oscilloscope with the front of the pulse. Although it is technically simple, it can lead to im-
precisions and lost information, such as the jitter gure.e change in amplitude or shape
of the pulse will aect the triggering also. All these factors make the applicability of this
method quite limited, and impossible for the CW, and harmonically mode-locked lasers.
To solve this problem we need to exclude the triggering problem. To do this, we trigger the
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Figure 1.16: a, Schematic representation of a laser cavity length L. b, The autocorrelation func-
tion. c, Time trace sliced into pieces Trt long. d, The resulting spatio-temporal representation of
experimental time trace.
oscilloscope once and record the time trace as long as it is technically possible. e num-
ber of round-trips we can reconstruct from such time trace would depend on the following
factors: the cavity length L, the sampling rate of the oscilloscope in samples per second S,
and the memory depth in samplesM.e number of the round-trips we can reconstruct is
N = 2cM
nSL
, where c is the speed of light, and n is the refractive index of the media (optical
bre in this case). As we can see from the formula for lasers with high cavity length, longer
memory depth is required for the same sampling rate, which is directly connected to the
chosen bandwidth of our measurements.
To construct the round-trip picture we rst need to nd the round-trip time. Even
though it seems to be a simple task, there are some nuances than can drastically change
the nal picture. For example measuring mode distance from RF measurements of the
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laser intensity and taking its reciprocal would give us a round-trip time, but this might not
always give us the desired result. When round-trip time expressed in terms of number of
sampling points of the given oscilloscope, even 1–2 point error over 700000 points long
round-trip would give us a skewed distorted picture. e much easier and more precise
way to do it is to calculate an auto-correlation function (ACF) of a time trace 4–10 round-
trips long Figure 1.16b.e distance between zero-delay central peak and the next highest
peak will correspond to the cavity round-trip time. Another convenience of this method is
that we obtain the result in terms of sampling points, which simplify further processing.
Aer nding the number of points K corresponding to the round-trip time we cut our
long time trace into blocksK points long, and stack them together into amatrix.ismatrix
will then represent the spatio-temporal dynamics of the laser. Due to limited bandwidth of
scopes, and correspondingly low sampling rate, we can’t always express a cavity round-
trip time in integer number of points. Most of the time this will manifest itself in skewed,
angled picture. Basically it just means that we are travelling in the time-frame which speed
is higher or lower than that of a group velocity of the structures under study. One should
always consider this measurement limitation when study the experimental spatio-temporal
representation of laser radiation.
WDM 99/1
Pump
laser Oscilloscope
FBG 1
Trigger
Figure 1.17: Switch-on technique
e power of this technique is in its versatility. Any laser radiationwith intrinsic period-
icity can be represented in spatio-temporal domain. Another important fact is that there is
no “dead” time, no information is lost, compared to the case where the oscilloscope is trig-
gered by the front of the periodic structure.is allows us to follow any structure present in
the cavity, or observe transitions in the laser dynamics. For example “switch-on” dynamics
Figure 1.17, where the pump power activation and following intra-cavity radiation build-up
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is registered in all details. is allows us to study complex interactions and formation of
structures in the laser radiation.
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Chapter 2
Spatio-temporal Regimes of Generation
of Raman Fibre Lasers
e experimental technique of construction of spatio-temporal dynamics described in the
previous section allows us to dene “space” and “time” coordinates in one dimensional sys-
tems such as a bre laser [158]. Indeed, as a light packet with duration t travels inside a
resonator, the radiation corresponding to this packet outcoupled from the resonator will be
periodical with the period corresponding to the round-trip time τrt. Following the evolu-
tion of this light packet we can construct a function of continuous variable within the time
frame moving with the light packet denoted t, and a discrete variable T = N × τrt, where
N is the number of round trips.e fastest process in linear propagation with the speed of
light c, so the t dependence by the transform t− x
c
represents the dependence on the spatial
coordinate x along the resonator. In this form slow evolution coordinate T has themeaning
of time, while the fast evolution coordinate t is equivalent to the longitudinal spatial coor-
dinate x. Treated in such a way it allows to draw meaningful comparisons between bre
optics and for example hydrodynamics, which will be discussed in the following section.
2.1 Laminar and Turbulent Regimes of Generation
e problem of coherence destruction has importance beyond optics and photonics. Lam-
inar ow destruction in a pipe has huge practical implications.e sudden transition radi-
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cally changes transport eciency, which can incur increased transportation costs and even
damage. e problem of studying such laminar-turbulent transition is the practical di-
culty of measuring the parameters of the ow in a real pipe. Experiments can take years
to gather high enough statistics and obtain viable experimental results [159]. Studying the
radiation properties of a one dimensional laser system is much more amenable problem.
Huge statistics and data sets can be acquired in amatter of days.is makes it an invaluable
tool for study of processes and transitions in a laser bearing similarities with other physical
systems.e apparent similarity between NLSE and Navier-Stokes equation further allow
us to draw reasonable comparisons between the laser dynamics and a pipe ow and greatly
simplify modeling, as NLSE is much more susceptible to numerical treatment.
In normal dispersion bres, a coherent monochromatic wave is stable with respect to
modulation instability (MI) [5], so it is theoretically possible to achieve a classical wave
condensation in the limit of low four-wavemixing interaction between cavitymodes. How-
ever, in long bre lasers the number of cavity modes can reach 106–107, and due to even
slight variations in amplitude and phase of these modes the quasi-CW operation mode has
stochastic nature. Considering the huge number of modes interacting in the laser cavity,
the description of such interactions should be done in terms of wave turbulence [16, 160].
2.1.1 Experiment and Results
WDM 99/1
Raman ber
laser 1455 nm
Oscilloscope
OFS IDF 770 m
FBG 1 FBG 2
1550 nm
1455 nm
W
D
M
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80/20
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Figure 2.1: The experimental setup.
To study the laminar-turbulent transition an experimental setup was proposed and re-
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alised Figure 2.1. e laser cavity consisted of 770 m normal dispersion (D = −44 psnm⋅km)
OFS IDF bre and two super Gaussian FBGs, which proles are shown of the Figure 2.2.
e gratings were specically designed for this experiment, with full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of 1.2 nm, and at group delay. e minimal dispersion of the gratings is
very important to minimise the phase scrambling with each reection from the mirrors.
e radiation coming from the cavity was monitored from the 1% port of 99/1 coupler, with
residual pump ltered out by a 1455/1550 WDM coupler. A 50 GHz DC photodetector and
36 GHz digital sampling oscilloscope were used to register the temporal dynamics, and a
grating based optical spectrum analyser Yokogawa AQ6370C registered the output optical
spectrum.e cavity was pumped by a 1455 nm low relative intensity noise (RIN) Raman
bre laser capable of delivering up to 5 W of optical power.
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Figure 2.2: The reection spectra and group delay proles of the rst a, and the second b, spe-
cially made second order super Gaussian gratings.
To observe the laminar-turbulent transition the pump power was changed in the region
of 0.8–1.9 W. At lower pump powers, 0.8–1.1 W the laser operated in the laminar regime,
which was characterised by the narrow spectrum (Figure 2.3) and narrow eld intensity
probability distribution function as expected for the coherent state Figure 2.4a inset. It
is important to note that the low RIN of the pump played a crucial role in achieving the
laminar regime of generation, as RIN is transferred to the Stokes radiation through the
XPM process. Immediately aer the transition into turbulent regime, which occurs once
the pump power crosses 1.1W threshold and corresponds to the reduction of the coherence
in the system, the optical spectrumbecomes twice as broad compared to the laminar regime
Figure 2.3, and broadens further as the pump power increases.
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Figure 2.3: The optical spectra for the laminar (blue 0.8 W) and the turbulent (red 1.4 W) regime
of generation.
In the temporal domain awell denedmean level withGaussian distributed uctuations
could be seen for the laminar regime of generation (Figure 2.4a). High intensity events were
still present in the cavity due to residual polarisation uctuations, which contributed to the
phase scrambling. Even though the setup was in a temperature and noise stable environ-
ment, it is a very dicult task to completely eliminate the polarisation noise in a single
mode non polarisation maintaining bre 770 m long cavity.e temporal dynamics in the
turbulent regime (Figure 2.4b) are characterised by high intensity events, which reected
in a near exponential long tail of the PDF, while the mean value of the distribution almost
doesn’t change.e increased intensity uctuations can be attributed to the more eective
four-wave mixing process between the cavity modes at higher powers.
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Figure 2.4: Temporal dynamics and corresponding intensity PDFs for the a, laminar and b, tur-
bulent regimes of generation.
In the spatio-temporal domain the transition is even more pronounced (Figure 2.5). In
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the laminar regime (Figure 2.5a) dark coherent structures can be seen travelling at dierent
speeds across a relatively uniform laminar background. ese structures are in fact dark
and grey solitons, which are analytical solutions of the one-dimensional NLSE in the case
of normal dispersion. In the laminar state these dark solitons survive in the cavity for many
hundreds of round-trips, which is equivalent to a propagation distance of hundreds kilome-
tres. In the turbulent regime (Figure 2.5b) the lifetime of the dark solitons is reduced to tens
of round-trips, as they accelerate and bunch together. Indeed the destruction of the coher-
ent state can be explained by the proliferation and clustering of the dark solitons, which is
clearly evidenced in the spatio-temporal representation.e coherent laminar background
is broken into bright pus by the clusters of dark solitons. ese pus have characteristic
rhombic shape, and decrease in size, as pump power increases.
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Figure 2.5: a, The spatio-temporal representation of the laminar, and b, turbulent regime of
generation.
If we switch the pump power instantly (in less than 200 ns in experiment) we can ob-
serve the switch-on build-up of the radiation in the cavity for both laminar and turbulent
regime of generation. For laminar Figure 2.6a regimes it takes about 50 round-trips for ra-
diation to build-up, and aer that we can see brighter more intense regions for another 50
round-trips, with regular picture aer that.ere is no gradual transition or emergence of
dark solitons. Similarly in the turbulent regime (Figure 2.6b), with the only dierence that
radiation builds-up in the cavity much faster due to higher pump power and correspond-
ingly gain.
In conclusion, bre lasers, and Raman bre lasers in particular provide an invaluable
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Figure 2.6: a, Switch-on dynamics for of the laminar, and b, turbulent regime of generation.
platform for observation of states and transitions which are similar to the states and tran-
sitions in other elds of physics, such as hydrodynamics. Providing a highly exible com-
paratively inexpensive platform for studying complex processes and interactions. In this
particular experiment two distinctive regimes of generation – laminar and turbulent, allow
to study the transition which is similar to destruction of the laminar ow in a pipe. e
mechanisms responsible for the condensate destruction were identied.
2.2 Power Dependence of Spatio-Temporal Regimes of Ra-
man Fibre Laser
As was discussed in the section 2.1 – the Raman bre laser (RFL) is a great platform for the
demonstration of nonlinear physics. High Raman gain and cavity lengths from hundreds
of meters up to tens of kilometres create perfect conditions for nonlinear eects to develop.
Even the slightest variation of the parameters can lead to a qualitative change in the gener-
ation regime of the laser. In this section we will look into other possible regimes of genera-
tion of RFLs with a normal dispersion cavity. As it was shown in the laminar and turbulent
regimes of generation, spatio-temporal dynamics can uncover processes that are impossi-
ble to observe from time intensity dynamics alone, such as dark soliton interactions and
clustering.is raises a question, if other regimes of generation can be distinguished from
the spatio-temporal point of view. As nonlinear interaction depends on the intensity of the
co-propagating waves, the spatio-temporal dynamics of laser radiation would change with
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power, in which case we can talk about power dependence of the spatio-temporal regimes
of generation of RFLs.
Raman bre lasers have stochastic time dynamics, and while they are CW on millisec-
ond time scales, on sub-ns time scale the properties of quasi-CW radiation are dened
by the coexistence of large number on longitudinal modes. All these modes have indepen-
dent uctuating amplitudes and phases [13] and interact through four-wavemixing process,
generating new spectral components, contributing to the broadening of spectrum. ese
uctuations can be described in the limit of Gaussian statistics within the model of opti-
cal wave turbulence [16].is approach proved to be very powerful [161] and found many
applications, being capable to describe complex processes such as supercontinuum gener-
ation [162], the operation of random feedback Raman bre lasers [163], and the emergence
of optical rogue waves in the generation of quasi-CW lasers [12, 161, 164, 165]. Turbulent-
like generation in bre lasers could be also modelled within the Ginzburg-Landau equa-
tion [166].
e real statistical properties of radiation of quasi-CW RFLs could dier from Gaus-
sian statistics [13]. Residual mode correlations result in deviations of statistics from Gaus-
sian making the intensity dynamics not completely stochastic. Residual mode correlations
could also lead to partial mode-locking in RFLs. In [167] a pulsed laser is demonstrated.
e laser was reported to be very hard to adjust and unstable. Another work [168] reported
a partially mode-locked RFL generating noise-like pulses of 2.5 ns width which are lled by
an irregular bunches of shorter pulses. Intermode beating harmonicallymode-locked RFLs
generating tens of nanoseconds long noise-like pulses was reported in [169,170]. Properties
of such partiallymode-locked regimes are usually hard to assess in temporalmeasurements.
e concept of spatio-temporal evolutionwas used to experimentally study various systems
including observation of long-range interaction of solitons [151], specic dynamics in pas-
sively mode-locked lasers [171–174].
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Figure 2.7: The experimental setup used for observation of power dependence of spatio-
temporal regimes of generation.
2.2.1 Experiment and Results
To investigate other spatio-temporal regimes of generation a Raman bre laser was con-
structed Figure 2.7. e cavity was formed of 1 km of OFS IDF bre with normal group
velocity dispersion D = −44 psnm⋅km , and two highly reective FBGs with spectral width of
1.2 nm and super Gaussian prole Figure 2.2.e pump radiation at 1450 nm from an IPG
RFL was coupled into the laser cavity through a WDM coupler.e setup lases at 1550 nm
owing to the Raman gain.e output intensity dynamics were registered from the 1% rejec-
tion port of 99/1 coupler by 50 GHz DC photo-detector and 6 GHz digital sampling oscil-
loscope.e setup is unchanged from the experiment on observation of laminar-turbulent
transition for the most part, apart from cavity length and the pump source.ese changes
however make it impossible to observe laminar regime of generation in this experiment, as
higher RIN gure of the pump and greater interaction length contribute to the destruction
of the condensate.
In the experiment very long time traces I(t) of length up to 128 million points were
measured, which corresponds to 3.2 ms in time, i.e. more than 320 round-trips. e in-
tensity dynamics of the quasi-CW RFL depend on the pump power, (Fig. 2.8). At all pump
power levels the time dynamics look irregular, only near the generation threshold some
periodicity could be seen (Figure 2.8a).
From such intensity dynamics alone, it is impossible to distinguish the dierence in the
generation regimes of the laser if any exists.e measured intensity PDF could provide ad-
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Figure 2.8: Temporal dynamics and probability density functions for dierent pump powers.
All traces presented show stochastic nature of the output radiation, with the mean level of the
signal being the only visually discriminable parameter, but not clear enough to determine the
operational regime of the laser. a, 1.5 W of pump power, b, 2.0 W, c, 3.0 W, and d, 3.25 W
ditional information about the details of the generation regime, see insets in Fig. 2.8. Inten-
sity PDF gradually develops an exponential tail when pump power increases and becomes
broader revealing the generation of more intense events.e combination of intensity PDF
measurements and intensity dynamics measurements, I(t), still do not allow clearly reveal
the dierence in the generation regimes over power. It is worthmentioning that the limited
electrical bandwidth of the measurement setup could inuence quantitatively the observed
time dynamics and statistical properties, but does not aect themeasurements in qualitative
way [175].
2.2.2 Two-dimensional Auto-correlation Analysis
e situation is completely dierent if the laser dynamics are analysed in the spatio-temporal
domain, (Figure 2.9). In this casewe can clearly distinguish between the generation regimes.
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Figure 2.9: Spatio-temporal dynamics at dierent pump power levels. a, Partial mode-locking
at 1.5W.b, and c, Turbulent generationwith of dierent spatio-temporal properties, at 2.0W and
3.0 W respectively. d, Emergence of short-lived pulsed at 3.25 W.
Periodic modulation of the intensity observed at lower pump powers forms a distinctive
spatio-temporal picture Figure 2.9a of clear dark and bright stripes. e angle of the pic-
ture can be attributed to the uncertainty of the measured round-trip time, which is the
limitation of the oscilloscope used in the experiment. is pattern is the signature of par-
tial mode-locking present in the system. Indeed, bright stripes indicate that structures of
certain temporal width survive in the cavity over many round-trips. Well dened pulse
repetition rate could be identied, even though the pulses are of noise-like structure. De-
spite the low bandwidth of the oscilloscope, dark solitons could be visible running across
pulses.e mechanism responsible for this particular modulation frequency is not entirely
clear, but it is possible that this regime could be potentially developed into a high-quality
mode-locked regime if the cavity is designed in a specic way or additional appropriate
saturable absorption mechanism is introduced into the cavity. Note that lasers operating
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in similar temporal regime of partial mode-locking were previously reported in the litera-
ture [167–170, 176], however the spatio-temporal dynamics have not been analysed.
At higher power, the spatio-temporal dynamics change drastically, Figure 2.9b, as there
is no periodicity present in temporal dynamics over fast time, or indeed over slow evolution
coordinate. Despite the stochastic time dynamics I(t), some localised bright structures are
clearly visible in the spatio-temporal domain. It does resemble the turbulent regime ob-
served previously in laminar-turbulent transition experiment, but they dier in one im-
portant moment – there is no clustering of dark solitons responsible for the turbulence.
e transition to turbulence is not from laminar state, and so the mechanism is dierent.
However the shape of the bright structures is similar to the previously observed. Further
increase of the pump power leads to the change of spatio-temporal pattern and to the nar-
rowing of bright structures both over temporal and evolution coordinates, Fig. 2.9c.
At the highest pumppower of 3.25W, completely dierent spatio-temporal regime is ob-
served, Fig. 2.9d.e radiation is lled with some short-lived intense pulses which change
the overall intensity statistics, see Fig. 2.8d. Such pulses are non-stationary and eventually
dissipate, but they are quite-stable if compared to the round-trip time, surviving for up to a
hundred round-trips. It is possible that the gain in the laser cavity with total normal disper-
sion becomes high enough to develop short high intensity pulses into parabolic structures
similar to systems reported in [82, 84, 177, 178]. e mechanism of the formation of such
pulses is described inmore details in the chapter dedicated to themode-locked Raman bre
lasers.
Measurements of the intensity spatio-temporal dynamics allow to perform more ad-
vanced analysis of the generation properties. For example, additional information about
generation regime can be extracted from the two-dimensional auto-correlation analysis,
GI(τ, ξ) = ⟨I(t, z)I(t + τ, z + ξ)⟩, Fig. 2.10. e conventional one-dimensional intensity
ACF, GI(τ) = ⟨I(t, z)I(t + τ, z)⟩, is actually a cross-section of two-dimensional autocorre-
lation function GI(τ, ξ) at xed evolution coordinate z, see graphs on the top of panels on
Fig. 2.10. One can also calculate the one-dimensional ACF function over evolution coor-
dinate by xing the fast time t in the way GI(ξ) = ⟨I(t, z)I(t, z + ξ)⟩ to reveal periodicity
properties and typical life-time of the structures, see graphs on the le of panels on Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Two-dimensional auto-correlation functionsGI(τ, ξ), calculated from themeasured
intensity spatio-temporal dynamics for a, 1.5 W, b, 2 W, c, 3 W, and d, 3.25 W of pump power.
For the lowest used in the experiment pumppower of 1.5W, the two-dimensional ACF is
stripe-like revealingwell established periodicity in partiallymode-locking regime, Fig. 2.10a.
As was mentioned before the angle of the stripes is due to round-trip time measurement
error and could be ignored. It does not aect the ACF calculated over the fast evolution
time.e ACF period corresponds to the modulation frequency in time domain.e aver-
age width of the noise-like pulse could be well measured from 2DACF: pulses are of 0.85 ns
width which is a half of the period of the envelope. Note the red round dot at zero delay,
which corresponds to the short sub-structure with very short lifetime. e width of the
zero-delay peak (∼100 ps) indicate the duration of the fast irregular sub-pulses structure.
For turbulent regimes no obvious periodicity over evolution coordinate can be observed
Fig. 2.10b–c. e width of the central peak over evolution coordinate provides an aver-
age lifetime of the structures which decreases while pump power increases. e temporal
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width of a typical structure, ∼300 ps at 2.0 W, Fig. 2.10b, is surprisingly larger than in par-
tially mode-locking regime despite the generation power is higher. So the stochastic lling
could be of dierent nature in these two regimes. At further pump power increase, the typ-
ical width of stochastic structure becomes smaller, down to 150 ps at 3.0 W, Fig. 2.10c, as
one could expect as nonlinearity becomes stronger. However, even though the sampling
rate of the oscilloscope is 40 GS/s, which means points are 25 ps apart, the bandwidth is
just 6 GHz, which limits the duration of a structure that could be resolved to 160 ps. Note
that there is still some background pattern in both turbulent regimes which properties were
not analysed. Finally, at the highest observed power the two-dimensional ACF has a very
dierent shape: there is a stripe-like central peak which width over evolution coordinate
gives an average lifetime of the emerged pulses, Fig. 2.10d. Pulses live on average about 50
round-trips (which corresponds to the propagation length of 100 km) and are still ∼150 ps
wide over the fast time.
In conclusion dierent types of spatio-temporal dynamics were observed in the quasi-
CWRFL.e regimes are varied frompartialmode-locking to almost stochastic generation
of dierent spatio-temporal patterns to emergence of short-lived pulses on the stochastic
background. Despite intensity dynamics are very similar in temporal domain, the genera-
tion regimes dier substantially in their spatio-temporal properties, which means that the
same laser depending on the pump power generates in a regime of noise-like pulses, in ir-
regular turbulent regimes and in a regime of random short-lived intense pulses emerging
from the stochastic background. e two-dimensional auto-correlation analysis allows to
reveal periodicity properties both over time and evolution coordinate and track the changes
in the average temporal width and life-time (over evolution coordinate) of emerged typical
spatio-temporal structures over the pump power.
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Chapter 3
Temporal and Spatio-temporal Dynamics
of Mode-locked Raman Fibre Lasers
In this chapter some of the regimes described in the previous chapter will be looked into
in more details. In particular the regimes where mode correlation were observed, which
lead to periodic or pulsed dynamics in the temporal or spatio-temporal domain. In the
rst section the inuence of the FBGs, which play the role of cavity mirrors, on spatio-
temporal regimes of generationwill be described. In the second section the spatio-temporal
dynamics of mode-locked regimes achieved with these gratings will be presented.
3.1 Experimental setup
To simplify the description of each experimental bre laser setup, some common param-
eters and components will be described briey here and later referenced in the following
sections. First of all the diagram of the experimental setup with all the equipment used
in dierent congurations is shown on the Figure 3.1. is diagram covers every possible
conguration described in this chapter, with some of the parts missing in one or another
experiment. Most generally, the linear cavity was formed of two bre Bragg gratings and a
piece of single mode normal dispersion bre.e pump radiation at 1455 nm was coupled
into the cavity with the help of a WDM coupler, and the residual unabsorbed pump was
decoupled out of the cavity aer the bre and before the output FBG to minimise the stress
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Figure 3.1: The complete setup. In some experiments only part of the measurement equipment
was used. This picture will be referenced for simplicity, with comments on the actual arrange-
ment used.
on the optical components and measurement equipment, with a power meter monitoring
the levels of the unabsorbed pump. is could be used as an indirect measure of cavity
quality in the experiments, where the spectral position of the gratings was changed. e
output radiation was monitored not aer the output FBG, but from a 1% ports of 2×2 99/1
coupler placed aer the second WDM, but before the output FBG. In this conguration
the radiation coming from the cavity, aer propagating in the bre and radiation reected
by the output FBG back into the cavity can be monitored simultaneously. e FBGs were
temperature controlled by Peltier elements to prevent them from detuning at higher opti-
cal power or environmental temperature variations, and to allow some control over their
relative spectral position.
As a pump source an IPG Raman bre laser with a maximum output power of 5 W
at 1455 nm was used, with a 1 nm linewidth. By the design, the IPG pump laser only al-
lows slow gradual increase in the output power, so in some experiments it was connected
to the input WDM through the optical switch, which allowed to quickly, with the rise time
around 200 ns, increase the pump power coupled into the cavity to the operational level.
Controlling the switch with a signal generator and synchronising the oscilloscope trigger
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could allow, for example, to gather “switch-on” statistics to study transition dynamics of the
radiation build-up stage, or look closely into the processes of pulse formation and interac-
tion.
e intensity dynamics from the 99/1 coupler were registered by a 50 GHz DC cou-
pled photodetector and 33 GHz real-time digital sampling oscilloscope with 2 GSamemory
depth. Using two input channels of the oscilloscope makes possible to align two temporal
or spatio-temporal pictures, for example before and aer the reection from the output
grating, to study the eects of spectral ltering and dispersion compensation, and add an-
other control point for comparisonwith the numerical simulations. No processing was per-
formed directly on the oscilloscope. Complete 2 GSa traces were stored during the exper-
iment, with most of the processing done in MatLab oine, due to the high computational
intensity. e radio-frequency power spectrum was also recorded in some experiments
with the same 50 GHz photodetector and 13.6 GHz electrical spectrum analyser, or used
to nd the optimal position of the FBGs detuning in real time during the experiment.e
optical spectrum was recorded by a gratings based Yokogawa AQ6370C optical spectrum
analyser.
Table 3.1: Parameters of the bres used in the experiments
Fibre Parameter OFS IDF OFS Raman Fibre
Length (m) 988 2200
Refractive index n @1550 1.472
Dispersion @1550 nm (ps/nm/km) −44 −20
Dispersion slope @1550 nm (ps/nm2/km) −0.14 0.031
Mode eld diameter (µm) 6.4 4.9
Ae (µm2) 31 18.7
Raman gain (W⋅km)−1 1.5 2.5
Attenuation @1550 nm (dB/km) 0.234 0.33
Attenuation @1450 nm (dB/km) 0.43
n2 (10−20 m2/W) 2.36
Nonlinear coecient γ @1550 nm (W⋅km)−1 3.08 5.85
Nonlinear coecient γ @1450 nm (W⋅km)−1 3.77 7.24
Polarisation mode dispersion (ps/√km) < 0.04 0.05
Parameters of the bres used in the experiments are combined in the Table 3.1, avail-
able from the manufacturer. Only two dierent spools were used – 988 m of OFS IDF
and 2200 m of OFS Raman bre, both with high normal dispersion. e total dispersion
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for both spools was almost the same β2 = 56 ps2/km, which allowed to compare the laser
dynamics for the same total cavity dispersion, but dierent nonlinearity and Raman gain
coecients.
e whole setup was assembled using connectors, which allowed to quickly rearrange
the conguration, or exchange dierent components, but increased the total loss of the
cavity. Although usually undesirable, increased cavity losses could play a stabilising role in
some observed regimes, as was conrmed by numerical simulations.
3.2 Impact of Gratings on Spatio-temporal Regime
To investigate the origin of the partial mode-locked and intermittent pulse regime in the
previous setup, the eects of FBG’s shape and spectral detuning were examined in more
detail.e results are described in this section.
3.2.1 Super-Gaussian Zero Dispersion Gratings
e setup was largely unchanged, except for measuring equipment.e gratings used (Fig-
ure 2.2) were quite wide at 1.1 nm, or 137 GHz, and had high reectivity of 93%.e group
delay was designed to be as at as possible over the grating prole to minimize the chirp.
e cavity was formed of 1 km of OFS IDF bre (see table 3.1).e lasing regime of interest
started at 2 W and extended to over 3.5 W of pump power at 1450 nm, with transition to
turbulent regimes at higher pump powers. With no direct method to conrm the spec-
tral position of the gratings, their alignment was optimised by monitoring the intracavity
power. e higher the power the better the alignment. In this setup the 50 GHz DC cou-
pled photodetector was used with the 33 GHz digital sampling oscilloscope to resolve the
structure of the pulses observed in the partial mode-locked regime described previously.
e temporal dynamics in this case were monitored simultaneously from the cavity,
and reected from the output grating (see Figure 3.1), and are shown of Figure 3.2a. e
laser produced a train of noise-like pulses with the duration of an order of a nanosecond.
is lasing regime can also be viewed as a stochastic radiation modulated with a sinusoidal
amplitude envelope. e signal from both channels is very similar, which indicates that
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Figure 3.2: a, Simultaneous temporal dynamics for the radiation registered coming from the cav-
ity (please refer to the Figure 3.1) and reected from the output grating, and b, spatio-temporal
dynamics of the laser registered in the switch-on regime, showing radiation build-up at the ini-
tial stages of laser operation.
the broadening was not strong and gratings lter a very small part of the radiation. e
laser was also operated in “switch-on” regime, with the pump power switching quickly to
the required power levels. is allowed to look into initial stages of pattern formation.
e spatio-temporal dynamics in switch-on regime reveal the processes in the initial stages
of radiation build-up Figure 3.2b. Aer 5–10 round-trips the power at Stokes wavelengths
builds-up and lasing starts with highly stochastic output.e smaller bright and dark struc-
tures start to cluster eectively reducing the modulation frequency. Aer approximately
1000 round-trips the repetition rate stabilises, with no further collisions or splitting of the
noise-like pulses.
e spatio-temporal dynamics in the stable regime, long aer the power switch and
measured aer reection from the output grating are shown on Figure 3.3.e round-trip
time was chosen so the reference frame moves slower, to improve the visibility of the dark
solitons which form the trough between the noise-like pulses.ese solitons move consid-
erably slower than the bright structures, when they move between pulses and change their
speed when they run across the bright structures. Some of the solitons accelerate quickly
to the speed of the pulses and slowly decay, while other travel across without much change.
is dierence can probably be attributed to the dierent polarisation of the dark solitons,
i.e. some dark solitons are scalar and some are vector type [179, 180]. To investigate the
nature of these solitons further experimental investigation is required, with careful control
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Figure 3.3: Round-trip picture for super-Gaussian gratings in stable regime.
of the polarisation evolution of radiation within the cavity and polarisation resolved mea-
surements. It is hard to estimate the lifetime of the dark solitons from the spatio-temporal
pictures due to low contrast between pulses and multiple collisions.e lifetime measure-
ments could help to determine the type of the dark solitons.
e intensity auto-correlation function for this generation regime was calculated from
the time traces. On the Figure 3.4a a small peak is visible at zero delay, which indicates the
presence of short substructures in the radiation – dark solitons.e modulation period of
1.4 ns can be clearly seen which corresponds to the repetition rate of the noise-like pulses.
It is not clear by what system parameters this repetition rate is dened, but could be re-
lated to the pump and Stokes wave interaction, such as pump and Stokes waves walk-o
distance over the cavity propagation length.e Figure 3.4b shows additional modulation
with the period of approximately 7 ns. Incidentally third peak of this modulation and the
15th period of pulse repetition rate corresponds to the 21.4 ns acoustic echo, which might
suggest that the electrostrictive interaction mediated through acoustic waves can stabilise
the repetition rate [181], although the peak powers in the cavity are relatively low to induce
a strong acoustic wave. e background level is reduced slightly aer reection from the
output grating, due to ltering of the spectral wings.
e optical spectrummeasured from the cavity has close to parabolic shape in the cen-
tral part and exponential spectral wings Figure 3.5a, with the FWHM of 0.5 nm at 3.5 W
of pump power. e spectral shape in the central part is dened by the spectrum of the
pulses propagating in normal dispersion and evolving towards asymptotic parabolic shape,
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Figure 3.4: Intensity auto-correlation functions calculated from the temporal dynamics at dier-
ent time scales for the case of second order super Gaussian bre Bragg gratings centred at the
same wavelength.
with linear upchirp, while energy in the background radiation through four-wave mixing
(FWM) is transferred into the spectral wings.e RF power spectrum (Figure 3.5b) shows
some interesting features. A relatively narrow line corresponding to the repetition rate of
700MHz and consisting of tens of cavity modes has a contrast of 40 dB.e noise envelope
increases from zero frequencies, reaches the plateau extending from around 500 MHz to
2 GHz and quickly decreases reaching the minimum at 10 GHz. From the shape of this en-
velope we can estimate that the average duration of a random uctuation within the pulse
envelope is 100–130 ps [182]. e amplitude of harmonics of the repetition rate decrease
quickly, disappearing aer 9th, with odd harmonics having higher amplitude than even
harmonics, indicating that the spectral modes decorrelate quickly from central part to-
wards the wings. Considering the relatively good 40 dB contrast for this partial harmonic
mode-lock it is reasonable to assume that with the help of some additional mode-locking
mechanism it would be possible to achieve pulsed regime in this conguration.
3.2.2 Uniform Fibre Bragg Gratings
To further investigate the impact of the FBGs shape, width and dispersion on the generation
dynamics of all normal dispersion RFL, two simple uniform gratings, which reectivity and
group delay proles are shown on the Figure 3.6 were used as the cavity mirrors, while the
rest of the setup was kept the same. e gratings had high reectivity of 92% and 98%
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Figure 3.5: a, Optical spectrum in linear and logarithmic scale and b, RF power spectrum of the
output radiation.
with FWHM approximately 0.09 nm, or 11 GHz. e group delay prole is standard for
uniform gratings and has a parabolic shape, which translates into group delay dispersion of
60 ps2/nm. e reection spectrum exhibits strong side lobes, with reectivity as high as
20%, due to the simple unapodised design, which means that the strength of the refractive
index modulation drops abruptly outside of the grating length.e spectral position of the
gratings, as in previous experiment was adjusted by monitoring the level of unabsorbed
pump radiation at the end of the cavity. In this setup the total cavity dispersion is normal,
and so noMI should take place, andwe should not expect any pulse formation in this simple
conguration.
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Figure 3.6: The reection spectrum and group delay of regular bre Bragg gratings used in the
experiment. The spectral position of the gratingswas controlled by the Peltier temperature con-
troller and was adjusted during the experiment to ensure that the central wavelength of the
gratings coincide.
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Figure 3.7: a, Simultaneous temporal dynamics for the radiation registered coming from the cav-
ity (please refer to the Figure 3.1) and reected from the output grating, and b, spatio-temporal
dynamics of the laser radiation.
From Figure 3.7a we can see that starting from 1.5W of pump power the laser generates
a pulse train with unstable amplitude, pulse duration and repetition rate. Again, like in the
casewithwider gratings, the radiation coming from the cavity and reected from the output
grating looks very similar, which indicates that there is no signicant spectral broadening
at this pump power level, and the spectrum of the pulses is well within the prole of the
gratings. Looking at the output dynamics in spatio-temporal representation Figure 3.7b we
can see that pulses appear and survive in the cavity for tens of round-trips before merging
or collidingwith each other, or disappearing altogether.e level of interaction is very high,
as it is clearly seen from how pulses change their group velocity, which is evidenced from
dierent angle at which pulse propagate in spatio-temporal representation. e events of
pulse bifurcation and subsequent merging, sometimes only aer few roundtrips, are very
common.e picture does not change qualitatively at higher pump powers and look almost
exactly the same for the radiation coming from cavity and reected from the grating.
e pulse power was not high enough to perform intensity auto-correlation measure-
ments using second harmonic generation (SHG) auto-correlator, and so intensity auto-
correlation of the time trace was calculated from the data obtained with a 50 GHz photode-
tector and a 33 GHz real time oscilloscope. e bandwidth of the oscilloscope allowed to
resolve structures as short as 30 ps. On Figure 3.8a the central peak of the auto-correlaction
function is shown, from which we can estimate that the average pulse duration is approxi-
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Figure 3.8: Intensity auto-correlation functions calculated from the temporal dynamics at dier-
ent time scales for the case of standard narrow bre Bragg gratings centred at the same wave-
length.
mately 60–90 ps, however it is impossible to resolve the pulse structure at such short dura-
tion.e second peak indicates that the average pulse separation time is around 300 ps, but
the low amplitude and lack of other autocorrelation peaks suggests very high timing jitter,
which indeed is clear from the spatio-temporal dynamics Figure 3.7b.e background level
of the auto-correlation before and aer the reection from the grating is almost unchanged
and close to 0.5. e Figure 3.8b illustrates that there is no peak at 21.4 ns, which means
there is no measurable electro-acoustic interaction between pulses [149, 151], or that it is
suppressed by strong background radiation.
e optical spectrum of the output radiation in linear and logarithmic scales is shown
on the Figure 3.9a. e spectral width is 0.09 nm, which corresponds to the width of the
gratings.e spectrum does not exhibit the same features as in the case with broader super-
Gaussian gratings, in particular the central part does not approach the parabolic shape, but
rather slightly asymmetric, tilted towards longer wavelengths hyperbolic secant.e width
of the spectrum of the radiation coming from the cavity and reected back from the output
gratings is almost the same, indicating that there is not much spectral broadening aer
propagating in the cavity.
e radio-frequency spectrum is shownon the Figure 3.9b. A smallwide peak at 3.5GHz,
corresponding to the pulse repetition rate is visible on the noise background.e nature of
this frequency, as in the case of wider super-Gaussian gratings is not clear, but the mech-
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Figure 3.9: a, Optical spectrum in linear and logarithmic scale for 1.5 W of pump power and b,
RF power spectrum of the output radiation with the longitudinal cavity modes resolved on the
inset.
anism seems to be completely dierent from what was observed in the previous cong-
uration. Low signal to noise ratio and large width of the peak indicate very large jitter
and background noise, which is consistent with measurements from the ACF.e cavity
modes resolved at the peak position are shown on the inset of the Figure 3.9b. From the
power spectrum of the noise pulse train we can see that the frequency width of the noise
bands is almost half of the intermodal distance [182]. It is worth noting, however, that the
bandwidth of the electrical spectrum analyser was much lower than the average bandwidth
of the pulse, which contributed to the peak broadening in the power spectrum.
In conclusion, these simple uniform narrow gratings change the temporal and spatio-
temporal regime of generation of the laser drastically. Considering the high normal disper-
sion of the bre, which makes formation of solitons impossible, and simplicity of the setup,
the nature of these low quality pulses, surviving in the cavity for many roundtrips without
broadening and dissipation, is not clear, and requires further investigation. However, the
regime shows some promise in terms of mode-locking potential.
3.2.3 Dispersion Compenstating Super-Gaussian Gratings
e last set of gratings that was tested in the conguration described above is an identi-
cal pair of specially made super-Gaussian gratings of 3rd order (Figure 3.10).e gratings
have FWHM of 0.98 nm, high reectivity of 97% and linear chirp 41 ps/nm or −53 ps2.e
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Figure 3.10: The reection spectrum and group delay of regular bre Bragg gratings used in
the experiment. The spectral position of the gratings was controlled by the Peltier temperature
controller andwas adjusted during the experiment to ensure that the central wavelength of the
gratings coincide.
gratings were oriented to partially compensate the normal dispersion β2 = 56 ps2 accumu-
lated during the propagation in the bre, leaving the total cavity dispersion slightly normal.
While this makes the system linearly stable with respect to MI, high cavity length, and cor-
respondingly large number of longitudinal modes together with the relatively high pump
powers would likely cause the system to operate in a stochastic, turbulent regime. Periodic
modulation of dispersion could also impact the stability of the system [183].
e spectral shape of the gratings and compensation of the accumulated dispersion
change the temporal dynamics of the laser radiation signicantly (Figure 3.11a). Contrary
with what was observed in the case of other sets of gratings, there are no noise-like or short
pulses in this case. e time trace looks stochastic on all time scales. Looking at the trace
aer the reection by the grating, we can see that the chirped gratings compress random
structures from an average 300 ps down to 100 ps.e optical spectrumhas FWHMof 1 nm
which equals to the width of the gratings, while exhibiting rather unexpected and unusual
spectral shape. e central part of the spectrum is well approximated by Gaussian shape
exp ( (λ−1549.84)20.08 ), while the spectral wings are better approximated with a bit shied and
much wider function exp ( (λ−1549.98)20.3 ) which is 10 dB lower in amplitude.
Although in previous experiments spatio-temporal dynamics helped to reveal interest-
ing hidden dynamics, it is not the case in this instance. Bright structures present in the
radiation tend to merge together before dissipating into the background, the process that
in spatio-temporal domain (Figure 3.12) is represented by triangular shaped pus, that live
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Figure 3.11: a, Simultaneous temporal dynamics for the radiation registered coming from the
cavity (please refer to the Figure 3.1) and reected from the output grating, and b, optical spec-
trum in linear and logarithmic scale for 1.5 W of pump power.
in the cavity for 5–10 round-trips. e compression of these structures by the gratings is
even more evident when radiation from the cavity (Figure 3.12a) is compared to the radia-
tion reected from the grating (Figure 3.12b).e process of merging of bright structures is
alsomore apparent on this picture. Very short, on the limit of resolution of the oscilloscope,
pulses tend to quickly cluster into broader brighter structure, which quickly narrows and
dissipate. is process, although very similar in the shape of bright pus, is very dierent
from turbulent regime observed in laminar-turbulent transition in mechanism of forma-
tion of bright triangular structures. In addition, dark and grey solitons are not observed in
this regime.
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Figure 3.12: a, Simultaneous spatio-temporal dynamics for the radiation registered coming from
the cavity (please refer to the Figure 3.1) and b, reected from the output grating.
In conclusion, wide super-Gaussian gratings with linear chirp which almost compen-
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sate the normal dispersion of the bre, lead to stochastic operation of the laser both in tem-
poral and spatio-temporal domains.ere is no well dened modulation frequency visible
in RF spectrumorACF,which is dierent fromprevious regimes, however dispersionmod-
ulation in bre ring cavities has been shown to lead to pattern formation in theory [184],
so it is possible that such patterns could be excited under certain conditions.
3.3 Spatio-temporal Dynamics of Mode-locked Regime
e regimes described in the previous section showed some promise in terms of mode-
locking. However, to develop weak mode correlations present in the systems into well de-
ned pulses some pulse reshaping mechanism is required.
Mamyshev’s optical regenerator is a pulse regeneration technique, which relies on the
SPM-induced spectral broadening of the degraded signal followed by subsequent oset
spectral ltering [185]. As amode-locking techniqueMRwas proposed by Pitois et al. [101].
In their theoretical work they proposed a ring cavity bre laser with dual stage Mamyshev’s
optical regenerator and Ytterbium doped bre as an amplifying media. In a linear cavity
MR can be easily implemented by simple detuning of the gratings, whichmakes this mode-
locking technique a simple and elegant solution for the setup conguration described in
the previous section.
3.3.1 Super-Gaussian Gratings
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Figure 3.13: The spectra of two super-Gaussian gratings spectrally shifted by Peltier elements.
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To implement MR in experiment, super-Gaussian gratings Figure 2.2 were detuned by
1.2 nm by Peltier temperature controller. As a result the lasing threshold is signicantly
increased due to decreased cavity quality, but the laser readily mode-locks as soon as the
pump power is above threshold 3.5 W, which is expected for mode-locking by MR, as the
transfer function in this case is Hevyside function with a clear threshold [101].e repeti-
tion rate is not clearly dened by the parameters of the regenerator, i.e. shi of the gratings,
but rather by all other parameters of the system, such as Raman gain, dispersion, cavity
length etc. is is evidenced by the fact that the pulse repetition rate is almost the same
for the case of shied and unshied gratings. is means that the relative positions of the
pulses in the cavity can be random or dened by the other mechanisms of pulse creation
and interaction, like it was mentioned in the section describing the conguration with un-
shied gratings by the pump and Stokes waves interaction, whileMR provides the saturable
absorption mechanism required for the pulse reshaping.
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Figure 3.14: a, Simultaneous temporal dynamics for the radiation registered coming from the
cavity (please refer to the Figure 3.1) and reected from the output grating, and b, spatio-
temporal dynamics of the laser radiation for the case of spectrally shifted second order super
Gaussian prole gratings with zero chirp.
e trains of pulses from the cavity, and reected from the grating back to the cavity
are shown on the Figure 3.14a. e laser operated in a harmonic mode-locking regime
with more than 7500 pulses circulating in the resonator.e pulses coming from the cavity
had linear up-chirp aer propagating 1 km in the bre with normal dispersion, which was
conrmed by temporal compression aer propagating pulses through a external 5 km long
span of anomalous dispersion (D = 16 psnm⋅km) bre. e pulses reected from the output
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grating had shorter duration, as expected for spectrally ltered pulses with linear chirp,
which is the manifestation of pulse reshaping mechanism provided by strongly detuned
FBGs. It is also clear from this gure (the pulses are synchronised) that the pulse amplitude
variation is visibly reduced by the spectral ltering, which is again expected for the MR
– any pulse above the threshold will be ltered to the same spectral, and correspondingly
temporal shape and energy due to linear chirp of the incoming pulses.
e spatio-temporal dynamics of the mode-locked regime for the pulses coming from
the cavity is shown on the Figure 3.14b. Each pulse is breathing in duration and amplitude,
and slightly moving relative to the reference frame, which means that the laser have a very
large jitter gure.is is the consequence and reection of the fact that each pulse is regen-
erated over consecutive round-trips in the process of SPM induced spectral broadening,
amplication and ltering.
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Figure 3.15: Spatio-temporal dynamics registered in the switch-on regime showing mode-
locking initiation process andpulse repositioning for the case of shifted gratings registered from
a, cavity and b, after reection from the output grating.
To look into the pulse formation and rearrangement mechanisms the initial stages of
radiation build-up in the laser cavity were studied in the spatio-temporal domain. e
pump power was switched over time much shorter than the cavity round-trip time to the
operating power by the optical switch. e radiation from the cavity and reected from
the output grating was registered simultaneously to capture the eect of strong spectral
ltering, with spatio-temporal dynamics for both cases shown on Figure 3.15. At 3.5 W
of pump power it takes around 10–15 round-trips for radiation to build-up aer the pump
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power is switched on. Aer that from stochastic noisy background developing at random
time spacing pulses develop in 5–10 round-trips with power and duration growing quickly,
which is clearly seen for the case of radiation registered from the cavity (Figure 3.15a).e
speed of the backgroundnoise is lower that the speed of the pulses developing, whichmeans
that the pulses forming from this background spectrally broaden into longer wavelengths.
e pulses keep appearing where noise levels are high enough, usually in the region 1–
1.2 ns behind the previous pulse, which could be explained by the gain depletion. If the time
separation between pulses is shorter than∼1.2 ns twopossible scenarios for the trailing pulse
are possible. It will either quench due to low gain, or it will dri slowly back to the region
of higher gain where it will fully develop, being lower in amplitude than the rst pulse in
the process.is self-rearranging process takes very long time, up to 20 ms, which equals
to 2000 cavity round-trips for 1 km long cavity or the propagation distance of more than
4000 km. Strong spectral ltering by the output gratings not only reduces pulse duration,
but also suppresses the background noise, Figure 3.15b.
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Figure 3.16: Intensity auto-correlation functions calculated from the temporal dynamics at dif-
ferent time scales for the case of spectrally shifted second order super Gaussian bre Bragg grat-
ings.
As in the case of unshied gratings the pulse power was not high enough to perform
intensity auto-correlationmeasurements using a SHG autocorrelator, and so intensity auto-
correlation of time trace was calculated from the data obtained with the 50 GHz photode-
tector and the 33GHz real time oscilloscope.e bandwidth of the oscilloscopewas enough
to resolve the pulse duration, and even some of the smaller features. On the Figure 3.16a
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the central peak of the ACF is shown, from which we can estimate that the average pulse
duration is approximately 160 ps assuming parabolic shape aer propagating in the cavity,
and ∼80 ps aer reshaping by the output grating. On the Figure 3.16b we can see the next
23 peaks of the ACF with almost unchanged amplitude, which indicates that the repetition
rate and the amplitude of pulses is quite stable, however the RF spectrum would provide
more information. Figure 3.16b also illustrates that the 17th peak of theACF at 21.4 ns is only
slightly higher than the neighbouring peaks, whichmeans there is weak electro-acoustic in-
teraction between pulses mediated by the acoustic echo from the cladding [149, 151] which
is involved in pulse self-rearranging mechanism.
e optical spectra of the pulses before and aer the ltering by the output grating in
linear and logarithmic scale is shown on Figure 3.17a. Pulses propagating in the cavity
broaden threefold from 1 nm which corresponds to the gratings width, to almost 3 nm. In
agreement with conclusions made from spatio-temporal dynamics of the initial stages of
operation of the laser, broadening of the pulse spectrum is stronger in the longer wave-
lengths.e spectrum itself is at top shape which is typical for parabolic pulses in all nor-
mal dispersion systems, where pulses broaden more than there is gain available to support
self-similar propagating without aecting the shape of the spectrum [82, 89, 178, 186, 187].
is aects the chirp, which is no longer completely linear, and as a consequence aects the
compressibility and the quality of the pulse.
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Figure 3.17: a, Optical spectrum in linear and logarithmic scale for the radiation coming from
the cavity (magenta and orange) and reected from the output grating (yellow and blue). b, RF
power spectrum.
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Although in the RF power spectrum, the laser shows relatively good, for harmonically
mode-locked laser, supermode noise suppression ratio of 50 dB Figure 3.17b, in closer in-
spection each line in this spectrum consists of tens of cavity modes, which means the laser
oscillates on dierent mode sets. In time domain this manifests in high timing jitter, which
is consistent with the regenerationmechanism of strong spectral ltering of chirped pulses,
and observations from spatio-temporal dynamics.e bandwidth of synchronised modes
extends well beyond the 13.6 GHz bandwidth of the RF spectrum analyser.e noise-oor
has an unusual hump-like shape, raising from low frequencies to 8–9 GHz by 15 dB and
then slowly decreasing. is noise-oor shape could be explained by the pulse duration
variation.
3.3.2 Parametric Instability
It has been shown [184, 188] for the systems with average normal dispersion and periodic
modulation of dispersion that the modes of light which are in parametric resonance with
the wavevectors of the dispersion modulation would experience growth. If the parameters
of a system are modulated with the longitudinal period L, corresponding to the wavenum-
ber k = 2pi
L
, then the growing unstable mode oscillates with the wavenumber k/2, i.e. the
double period. e pattern itself, in terms of retarded time, occurs with the frequency
ω/2 related to the wavenumber k/2, via the dispersion relation ω(k). It was predicted that
these growing modes could form a pattern in the temporal domain with the period satis-
fying the parametric resonance condition. For a linear cavity bre laser with chirped FBG
mirrors this parametric resonance condition is automatically satised, as light experiences
dispersionmodulation twice over one round-trip. In the experimentwith unshied chirped
super-Gaussian gratings, however, no pattern formation was observed, or, indeed, any pe-
riodicity in the temporal or spatio-temporal domain. e situation becomes a bit more
interesting when chirped super-Gaussian gratings are detuned by 0.72 nm or 90 GHz, to
introduce the MR mechanism (Figure 3.18).
On Figure 3.19a the dispersion map of the setup is presented. e dispersion is mod-
ulated twice over a round-trip, at each end of the cavity by the chirped gratings. e total
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Figure 3.18: The spectra of two 41 ps/nm gratings spectrally shifted by Peltier elements.
dispersion accumulated over one round-trip is slightly normal. Unlike in the systems re-
ported previously the growth of unstable modes is not continuous, but synchronised with
the period of dispersion modulation. e pulse repetition rate, as expected for paramet-
ric instability, is the reciprocal to the length of the cavity and square root of pump power.
e pattern formed is stabilised by the pulse regeneration mechanism of MR, described
previously. Pulses propagating in the bre with high gain and normal dispersion broaden
self-similarly in spectral and temporal domain, acquiring linear upchirp. e ltering ac-
tion of the gratings, suppresses background noise (Figure 3.19b), reshape the pulses and
partially compensate the acquired chirp, regenerating the pulse.
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Figure 3.19: Faraday instability through parametric spatial modulation of the group velocity dis-
persion. a, Themapof periodic dispersionmodulation for the light propagating in a linear cavity.
b, The parametric modulation of dispersion excites the Faraday instability in temporal domain.
e experimental data were obtained for 2.2 km long Raman bre with high normal
dispersion (see table 3.1) and two chirped FBGs which were shied by 0.72 nm or 90 GHz
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(Figure 3.18) in the range of pump powers from 0.9 to 2.5W.e time traces registered from
the cavity and aer reection from the output FBG are shown on Figure 3.20a. Despite the
relatively low bandwidth of the oscilloscope it could be seen that the pulses coming from the
cavity have near parabolic shape, with pulse wings overlapping. However, aer ltering by
the chirped grating the pulse duration is reduced and the shape is changed. Small side lobes
on both sides of each pulse could be distinguished. e temporal duration and amplitude
vary strongly from pulse to pulse, with some pulses having an amplitude almost twice as
high as average. In the spatio-temporal domain (Figure 3.20b) we can see that despite the
fact that the pulses are quite stable over evolution coordinate, they still interact with the
background, shiing their position and increasing the gap to the following pulse, allowing
a small structure to develop from the background in this position, which in turn aects the
positions of the following pulses.is “ripple” eect back-propagates until the pulses nd
a stable separation distance. ese interactions and shiing aect the stability of mode-
locked regime, increasing the timing-jitter.
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Figure 3.20: a, The temporal intensity dynamics of the output radiation and b, corresponding
spatio-temporal representation.
e shape of the pulses reected from the output FBGwas measured by the SHG inten-
sity auto-correlator Femtochrome 103-XL and is shown on Figure 3.21a. e pulse shape
is well approximated by the Gaussian t (red line), which is the asymptotic pulse shape for
the MR [101], with the duration 7.3 ps.e ACF also features small side lobes observed on
the time traces, separated by 16 ps from the main pulse.e nature of these side lobs is not
clear.e intensity auto-correlation was also calculated from the time traces and is shown
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Figure 3.21: a, Pulse shapeanddurationmeasuredby the intensity auto-correlatorwithGaussian
t, and b, intensity auto-correlation calculated from the pulse train time trace.
on Figure 3.21b.e amplitude of auto-correlation peaks decays quickly which means that
the correlation time is very small, indicating rather poor quality of mode-locking.
e optical spectrum of the pulses Figure 3.22a was narrower than the width of the grat-
ings with FWHM 0.65 nm or 80 GHz, and multipeak structure, which, as we have seen, is
characteristic for pulses undergoing periodic transformation between asymptotic parabolic
shape of pulses travelling in normal dispersion amplifyingmedia, or laser cavity in this case,
and asymptotic Gaussian shape aer the strong ltering by the FBGs, which is character-
istic for MR. In the power spectrum (Figure 3.22b) the peak at the repetition rate 11 GHz
could be seen, which corresponds to the ∼240000 harmonics of the fundamental frequency
46.4 kHz for 2.2 km long cavity.e peak is very wide, which can be explained by timing-
jitter of the pulse interaction, pulse duration associated timing-jitter due to ltering, and
supermode noise.e contrast is rather poor, less than 30 dB. On the inset cavitymodes are
clearly resolved. Each mode has two side lobes separated by 772 Hz, and asymmetric noise
bands. It is possible that parameters of the MR dened by the FBGs width and spectral
separation distance are not well suited for the pulse repetition rate, and as a saturable ab-
sorptionmechanism it is ineective in suppressing background noise in this case. It should
be also noted that no additional measures were introduced to improve the quality of mode-
locking, but rather demonstrate that pattern formation by periodic dispersion modulation
is possible in such simple experimental conguration.
Dierent types of instabilities follow dierent scaling laws with power. For example MI
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Figure 3.22: a, Optical spectrum in linear and logarithmic scale, and b, RF power spectrum with
longitudinal cavity modes resolved on the inset (r.b.w. 1 Hz).
scales as a square root of power, both in case of total normal and anomalous dispersionwith
periodicmodulation of dispersion [184]. To investigate the parametric instability frequency
scaling, the pump power was varied in two congurations with 1 km of OFS IDF bre and
2.2 km of Raman bre with equal total normal dispersion (see table 3.1), which makes the
total average dispersion and dispersion modulation depth the same. It is expected for this
type of instability that the frequency would scale reciprocally to the square root of power,
which is indeed the case Figure 3.23. For the both types of bre used in the experiments
the scaling is well approximated by P−1/2.
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Figure 3.23: The Faraday frequency scaling with pump power for a, 2.2 km Raman bre, and b,
1 km of IDF bre, with 41 ps/nm dispersion spectrally shifted gratings used in both experiments.
In conclusion harmonic mode-locking in all normal dispersion Raman bre lasers was
achieved using Faraday parametric instability for pulse pattern generation and Mamyshev
regenerator as a pulse reshaping mechanism.e mode-locking was easy to achieve, with-
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out the need to tune the parameters of the system in dierent experimental realisations.
In case of unchirped gratings, the harmonic mode-locking quality was relatively high, with
contrast ratios up to 55 dB, although supermode noise and timing-jitter were still very high.
In case of chirped gratings, the pattern formed due to parametric resonance process al-
lowed to achieve very high repetition rates of up to 11 GHz, which corresponds to 240000th
harmonic of fundamental frequency. e quality of mode-locking was rather poor, but
the strength of the method is in simplicity and robustness of the setup, which shows great
promise for future improvements.
e spatio-temporal treatment of the output radiation of mode-locked lasers helped
to understand the processes responsible for pulse formation and pulse interaction at later
stages of laser operation.
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Chapter 4
Temporal Regimes of Generation of
Random Distributed Feedback Raman
Fibre Lasers
Despite their extremely simple design, random distributed feedback Raman bre lasers al-
low some control over their generation properties, namely optical spectrum and temporal
dynamics.is can be achieved by combination of cavity design and incorporation of dif-
ferent additional optical elements into the laser. e temporal dynamics of long Raman
RDFLs are investigated is some detail. Each of the design congurations described in Sec-
tion 1.3.1 have characteristic pump and Stokes wave power distribution, which allow some
design freedom to incorporate control elements into the cavity, or determine the pump and
Stokes waves self-organisation processes happening in the laser.
4.1 Temporal Regimes of Generation in a Regular RDFL
To study the temporal dynamics of a RDFL a simple single-arm conguration setup was
used (Figure 4.1). An IPG Raman bre laser connected through an optical switch was used
as a pump source, providing up to 5 W of power at 1455 nm. e pump radiation was
coupled into a 36.4 km span of anomalous dispersion OFS TrueWave bre (D = 7.8 psnm⋅km)
with the help of a 1455/1550 nm WDM coupler. e output radiation was monitored in
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup. Red lines indicate electrical connection.
the forward direction aer ltering out the residual pump and subsequent strong attenu-
ation. Measurements of the temporal dynamics were made using a 50 GHz DC coupled
photodetector and a 6 GHz real time digital oscilloscope. Even though the bandwidth of
the oscilloscope was much narrower than the optical bandwidth of the laser radiation, it
is possible to make some conclusions about the statistical properties of the radiation [175],
which can help to reveal extreme events and their nature.
Characterisation of the laser dynamics was performed for dierent pump powers in the
range from 1.2Wwhich was the laser threshold and up to 5Wmaximum available from the
pump source. Despite the simplicity of the conguration there are qualitative changes in the
temporal and spectral properties of radiation depending on the pump power. Time traces
for three pumppowers, 2.2, 2.8 and 3.8W, representative of the dierentmodes of operation
are presented in Figure 4.2a.ree 500 ns long time traces normalised to themean intensity
are shown next to each other for easier comparison. At all pump powers the time dynamics
look stochastic, without any denite features. Supercially at 3.8W the time dynamics have
higher frequency of intensity variation and more high intensity events, however this is not
the case when we look at PDFs (Figure 4.2a inset) calculated for 226 experimental points or
1.67 ms. At lower pump powers 2.2 and 2.8 W PDFs have Gaussian shape for intensities up
to two times the mean value and exponential high intensity tail extending up to intensities
6–7 times the mean level for 2.2 W and surprisingly 9–10 times for 2.8 W. At the highest
of the three pump power 3.8 W, the high intensity tail decay exponentially right from the
most probably intensity. e nature of this change in the shape of PDF and the slope of
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Figure 4.2: a, Time traces for dierent pump powers, with corresponding PDFs on the inset. b,
Time dynamics of the radiation build-up after the pump power is switched on. Overlay traces
showmean intensity.
high intensity tail is not clear from time traces, but some clues could be found in other
measurements, such as optical spectrum, as it would be shown later.
e transitional switch-on temporal dynamics were also registered. Unlike conven-
tional lasers, RDFLs don’t have intrinsic periodicity in temporal dynamics associated with
cavity round-trip time, and so the spatio-temporal picture of radiation build-up could not
be constructed. However, some valuable information could be gained from simple time
trace measurements. For all three pump powers the optical switch was used to raise pump
power to the operational level for 800 µs, opening in just 200 ns, which is much shorter
than the time required for the light to reach the end of the bre. e time dynamics were
measured at the other end of the bre (Figure 4.2b) and normalised to the mean intensity.
e transitional radiation build-up stage has the duration of approximately 180 µs, or the
time needed for the light to pass through the bre and the system to reach the equilibrium.
e mean intensity at this stage is almost twice as high as in the steady state. It is important
to consider this property when designing Raman bre lasers for practical applications.
On ACFs Figure 4.3a we can see that the average structure duration decreases from
around 1 ns at 2.2 W to 0.5 ns at 3.8 W. A clear modulation period of 3.9 ns or 257 MHz is
present at 2.2 W for which we can see clear correspondence in RF spectrum (Figure 4.3b).
Comparing the RF spectrum of the pump and of the RDFL, it is clear that this modulation,
as well as other main features of the pump laser RF spectrum, such as cavity mode beating
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Figure 4.3: a, ACFs of the time traces at dierent pump powers. b, RF spectra of the laser output
generation and the pump laser at 2.4 W.
frequency 200 kHz are also present in the RF spectrum of the RDFL. As Raman scattering
is a fast process with typical times of less than a picosecond, any pump wave uctuations
could be transferred into uctuations of the Stokes wave in the process called RIN transfer.
is process is known to be a drawback in Raman ampliers used in telecommunication
as it introduces additional noise into amplied signal and was studied in forward pump
conguration for dierent powers and bre lengths numerically [128]. It was shown that the
noise transfer decreases with increase in pump power or cavity length. In agreement with
numerical simulationswe can see that RIN transfer function is constant at lower frequencies
up to tens of MHz, and quickly decrease for higher frequencies. While a drawback in other
applications, RIN transfer process could be used as a constructivemechanism. For example
by transferring cavity mode-beating or other modulation frequencies from the pump laser
as a seed into the laser radiation, where they can be further developed into pulses [169].
e optical spectrum is typical for Raman RDFL, with one peak at 1550 nm at lower
pump powers and two peaks corresponding to the maxima of Raman gain at 2.8 W. At
higher pump power the laser switches to 1566 nm altogether.is transition between spec-
tra can explain some of the dynamics of the laser. For example at 2.8 W PDF has longer
high intensity tail which can be associated with double spectral peak structure observed.
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4.2 Temporal Regimes of Generation in Quasi-Q-Switched
RDFL
Despite the growing interest in random distributed feedback bre lasers, not many works
were focused on studying the temporal dynamics of RDFLs. Largely this is due to simplicity
of their design, hence the simple stochastic nature of the output radiation. However Raman
RDFLs can have complex temporal dynamics, with interesting properties. In [189] authors
experimentally demonstrated and studied a relatively short single-arm RDF Raman bre
laser. ey observed stable oscillations at the frequency a fraction smaller than the bre
transition times. Numerical simulations of the experiment were presented.e pulsations
are reported to be the result of pump and Stokes radiation in the rst and second order
interaction. In another work passive Q-switching operation of a single-arm double pump
conguration RDFL was reported [190]. e laser produced giant pulses at 1550 nm with
peak powers of up to 1 kW and average pulse duration around 1 ns from a 10 km long bre
cavity pumped by 2.4 W CW bre laser. e mechanism responsible for pulse generation
was identied as Rayleigh scattering-Stimulated Brillouin scattering cascaded mechanism.
4.2.1 Experiment and Results
To study the temporal dynamics of Raman RDFLs simple double-arm backward pumped
congurationwas assembled.e schematic diagramof the experimental setup is shownon
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the Figure 4.5.e laser consisted of a span of bre, two wavelength division multiplexing
couplers to couple the pump power into the cavity and 4 isolators, two for the pump lasers
and two for the outputs, to minimize back-reections into the cavity, minimise pump and
Stokeswave interaction, and to protect the pump lasers fromdamage in case of high levels of
back-reection.e pump isolators provide at least 25 dB and the output isolators provide
at least 55 dB return loss. Anomalous dispersion OFS TrueWave bre (D = 7.8 psnm⋅km) was
used in the experiment, with the length of bre varying in the range from 27 to 72 km. IPG
Raman bre lasers were used as pump lasers, each providing up to 5Wof optical power. All
connections were made by splicing to minimize parasitic reections, which could be high
compared to the intensity of random Rayleigh scattering. High speed DC coupled 50 GHz
photodetector, 6 GHz digital sampling oscilloscope, and 13.6 GHz RF spectrum analyser
were used to register the output dynamics of the system. e temporal dynamics of the
output radiation were monitored simultaneously from the both ends.
WDM WDM
Raman ber
laser 1455 nm
Raman ber
laser 1455 nm
OSA
Oscilloscope
ESA
1st Output 2nd Output
OFS TrueWave 27 - 72 km
Figure 4.5: Experimental setup. Red lines indicate electrical connection.
Typical optical spectra for dierent combined pump powers are shown on the Fig-
ure 4.6a. At all powers the optical spectrum is typical for Raman RDFL dual peak shape,
corresponding to the characteristic for silica glass Raman gain prole. However at pump
power below 4W the peak at 1556 nm is considerably higher than 1565 nm peak. At pump
powers higher than 4.4 W the spectral power distribution shis and the second peak be-
comesmore dominant.is corresponds to the change in the output temporal dynamics, as
will be shown later.e power eciency for all bre lengths was almost the same, as shown
in Figure 4.6b. e lasing threshold was 1.2 W of total pump power and was constant for
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all bre lengths as expected [106].e slope eciency reached values of 52% in all cases.
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Time traces of the output radiation are shown on the Figure 4.7a–f. Temporal dynam-
ics of the output radiation were recorded simultaneously from both outputs. e darker
green/red overlay shows the averaged value of the intensity for easier estimation of the
shape of the envelope.e noise-like pulses have slowly varying envelope with well dened
repetition frequency and stochastic lling, with the shortest structure duration as short as
160 ps, which is probably limited by the measurement equipment. At lower powers pulses
leave the cavity synchronously from both ends, and switch into asynchronous and back into
synchronous regime with every frequency jump at higher powers. Almost at all pump pow-
ers, starting from approximately 2.4W, pulses leaving from the dierent ends have dierent
asymmetric shape of the envelope, even though the repetition rate is well dened in both
cases. ese shapes are the result of interaction of counter-propagating Stokes and pump
waves. e break of the symmetry of the output pulses from dierent outputs is probably
connected to the intrinsic asymmetry of the setup, such as slight variation in parameters of
the pump power sources and other components. However, shapes of the pulses, and other
parameters of the radiation are incredibly stable and repeatable over time and experiment
realisations.
e RF spectra at dierent pump powers for 48.7 km long cavity is shown on the Fig-
ure 4.8.e spectrum line-width for the main beating mode is surprisingly narrow at 2 Hz
10 dB level and again the measurements are probably limited by the instrument resolution.
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Figure 4.7: Time traces from the experiment for a, 2.4 W, b, 4 W, c, 4.4 W, d, 5.6 W, e, 6.4 W, and f,
7.2 W of pump power.
e contrast is very high and almost reaches 100 dB. All this indicates very high stability of
this regime over time. e visible asymmetry of the beating mode could be explained by
the asymmetry of the pulses.e front and the tail of the pulse have dierent timing jitter
which is intrinsic to the nature of these pulses. For all pump powers and bre lengths only
4–5 modes are present in the spectra, with ∼20 dB amplitude dierence between neigh-
bouring modes. With the increase of pump power transitions to the higher repetition rates
occur. ese transitions are not smooth and continuous, but happen at the well dened
frequencies.e next stable beating mode would appear at the place of a small bump in the
RF spectrum, see Figures 4.8a and 4.8b, 4.8b and 4.8c.is indicates some self organisation
process of the Stokes and pump waves, which have very stable solutions.
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Indeed, if we plot repetition rates for all pump powers and dierent bre lengths and
normalise the frequency to the units c
4Ln
we will see clear pattern, Figure 4.9a. e base
repetition rate for all bre lengths up to 48.7 km (bre length available in the experiment)
is close to 3c
4Ln
, or almost 1.5 times higher than the fundamental frequency for the corre-
sponding cavity length, and 5c
4Ln
for longer spans. With the increase of pump power the
repetition rate increases in c
2Ln
steps. For the bres longer than 42.6 km at higher pump
powers jumps can occur at c
Ln
increments. Interestingly enough, with every c
2Ln
increase
in the repetition frequency the pulses leaving bre at dierent ends change the order from
synchronous to antiphase, and vice versa. Repetition rate for a given pump power scales
reciprocally to the bre length as seen on the Figure 4.9b.
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Numerical modeling of the temporal dynamics of quasi-q-switch Raman RDFL was
done by Prof. Leonid Melnikov and Dr. Yulia Mazhirina. ey used power balance equa-
tions with added Rayleigh backscattering terms, and solved them numerically by upwind
method [191, 192] for spatial derivatives and implicit Euler method for temporal steps:
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∂P+p
∂t
+ ∂P+p
∂z
+ αpP+p = −gRP+p (P+s + P−s ), (4.1)
∂P−p
∂t
− ∂P−p
∂z
+ αpP−p = −gRP−p (P+s + P−s ), (4.2)
∂P+s
∂t
+ ∂P+s
∂z
+ αsP+s = λsλp gR(P+s + ħωs∆ωspi )(P+p + P−p ) + rs√P+s P−s sin [ψ(z)], (4.3)
∂P−s
∂t
− ∂P−s
∂z
+ αsP−s = λsλp gR(P−s + ħωs∆ωspi )(P+p + P−p ) − rs√P+s P−s sin [ψ(z)], (4.4)
Here P±p,s are powers of pump (p) and Stockes (s) waves, αp, α are the losses for pump and
Stokes beams at the bre length L, gR is the Raman gain, λp, λs = 2picωs are the wavelengths,
∆ωs is the Raman gain linewidth, + and − superscripts are used for forward and backward
waves, rs is Rayleigh back-scattering coecient, ψ is the phase dierence between oppo-
sitely running Stokes waves. In these equations z is normalized to L, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1, temporal
scale unit is round-trip time T = 2L
vgs
, vgs is the group velocity of Stokes waves (for the sim-
plicity vgs = vgp).e boundary condition are as follows: P+p (0) = P+p0, P−p (1) = P−p0, P+s (0) =
RP−s (0), P−s (1) = RP+s (1). Here P+p0 and P−p0 are the intensities of pumping waves, R ≪ 1
is the reection from bre ends. e term describing Rayleigh scattering corresponds to
coupling of amplitudes of forward and backward running waves due to refraction index
uctuations. e phase dierence ψ(z) includes the random phase of backscattering and
was supposed to be time-independent.
e parameters used in numerical simulations are L = 45 km, gR = 0.6 ⋅ 45, αp = 0.055 ⋅
45, αs = 0.046 ⋅ 45, rs = αs/500, R = 10−5, ħωs∆ωspi = 2 ⋅ 10−7.
e results of numerical simulations are shown on the Figure 4.10. e time traces of
the slowly varying envelop are in good agreement with experimental data Figure 4.2, with
all characteristic features and switching to asynchronous pulse emission present.
In conclusion, very stable quasi-Q-switch operation of a Raman RDFL was achieved
in dual backward pumping conguration, with careful control of parasitic back-reection
from the outputs into the cavity and from cavity into the pump lasers. is simple design
consisting of only a span of bre, isolators and pump lasers shows promise in terms of
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Figure 4.10: Numerically simulated time traces for a, 2.4 W, b, 4 W, c, 4.4 W of pump power.
possible practical applications due to high power, stability and eciency.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In conclusion, in this thesis an approach of representing experimental one-dimensional
laser intensity data I(t) as two-dimensional spatio-temporal intensity dynamics I(t, z)was
described in detail. Using intrinsic periodicity of the laser radiation, evolution of the light in
the cavity over many roundtrips can be plotted and spatio-temporal regimes of generation
can be revealed.
Using this technique for analysis of radiation from 1 km long Raman bre laser allowed
to observe in experiment the laminar-turbulent transition for the rst time. e mecha-
nism responsible for this transition – clustering of dark solitons, was also identied in the
experiment, as any coherent structure, such as dark or bright soliton, could be easily tracked
on spatio-temporal picture. e observation of such transition, which is analogous to the
laminar-turbulent transition in hydrodynamics is very important as it reveals an interest-
ing and potentially useful analogy, yet another common phenomenon between the elds,
besides solitons, rogue waves, breathers and others. It is possible, that this technique could
lead to the discovery of other physical processes similar in both elds, which might have a
high practical impact.
In this work, application of this technique to the analysis of radiation of Raman bre
laser at dierent pumppowers revealed various spatio-temporal regimes of generation, such
as partial mode-lock, turbulent and a regime with short-lived pulses over stochastic back-
ground. While these regimes look very similar in temporal domain, they are distinctively
dierent in spatio-temporal properties and in this case we can talk about dierent spatio-
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temporal regimes of generation, in contrast with temporal regimes, such as CW,mode-lock
or q-switch. Two-dimensional auto-correlation analysis performed on the spatio-temporal
pictures allowed to reveal periodicity properties both over fast time and slow evolution co-
ordinate, track changes in the average temporal width and life-time of the emerged struc-
tures over the power. Such spatio-temporal treatment of the intensity dynamics is very
helpful in the analysis of the complex stochastic radiation of a Raman bre laser, however
its applicability could be extended to any laser system, to obtain extra information about
the properties of the radiation.
Further extension of the technique into spectral domain could help in the analysis of
spectral uctuations of the laser output dynamics, which together with the intensity spatio-
temporal picture could help to study the fundamental questions of the coherent structures
formation from noise, such as solitons and similaritons. Future work will be concentrated
on the development of comprehensive comparison between numerical models and exper-
imental data. e power of this approach is in the ability to compare the model and the
experiment on short and long time scales simultaneously by simple visual comparison of
the spatio-temporal pictures. All of the demonstrated techniques can be successfully ap-
plied to other types of lasers, such as semiconductor, solid state etc.
Using MR pulse regeneration mechanism, mode-locking was achieved in a simple lin-
ear cavity Raman bre laser. In the setup consisting of a piece of bre and two spectrally
shied unchirped FBGs acting as cavity mirrors, 7500 order harmonic mode-locking was
achieved, with 80 ps long pulses.e laser readily mode-locks, with no additional polarisa-
tion or other degrees of freedom control, as long as the required FBGs spectral separation
is set and the pump power is above the threshold. One of the drawbacks of this design is
very large supermode noise and the associated jitter, which could be a big limiting factor
in applications where stable pulse repetition rate is required. Another drawback is the fact
that a lot of energy is ltered out by the gratings and eectively lost in the process of pulse
regeneration.is greatly reduces the overall eectiveness of this conguration. By intro-
ducing Faraday parametric instability through dispersion modulation even higher up to
240000 order harmonic mode-locking was achieved in the same conguration, with pulse
repetition rates as high as 12 GHz and pulse duration 7.3 ps. e proposed design is very
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simple, easy to adjust, and stable. However, again, this conguration suered from the same
drawbacks.
Faraday parametric instability, as a method for exciting stable patterns could be ex-
tended to other laser systems and congurations, such as for example ring cavity laser with
doped bres as an amplifying media. Future work is aimed at the development of more
ecient laser cavity designs to improve the overall eciency, and jitter suppression, which
should greatly increase attractiveness of the proposed mechanism.
By careful control of parasitic back-reections in double-arm backward pumped ran-
dom distributed feedback Raman bre laser, stable quasi-q-switch operation was achieved.
Pulse duration and repetition rate depended on pump power and bre length, and varied
from 100–200 µs at low pump powers to 40–50 µs at high pump powers, with scaling exper-
imentally identied.e slope eciency was as high as 52% with combined output power
up to 3.3 W irrespectively of bre length. Extremely simple conguration and good power
scalabilitymake this design particularly interesting for applications were pulsed high power
pump source is required, such as material processing.e pulse quality, however, is a con-
siderable drawback of this design. Stochastic, noise-like pulses drastically limit the range
of possible applications.e pulse repetition rate, however, was very stable, and repeatable.
Results of this work can nd applications in the study of stability and noise performance
of distributed Raman ampliers in telecommunications. Future work in this area can be
aimed at the development of one sided output for more ecient and convenient utilisation
of the output radiation.
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Appendix: Examples of Spatio-temporal
Dynamics
Below are the typical spatio-temporal pictures for simple cases: empty cavity (Figure A1),
anomalous and normal dispersion bre (Figure A2). e pictures were numerically gen-
erated using NLSE for one km long cavity. e bre parameters were β2 = 56 ps2/km for
normal dispersion, β2 = −10 ps2/km for the anomalous, and γ = 3 (W⋅ km)−1 for both cases.
e bre was set to have zero losses and zero gain for simplicity. Figure A3 is the spatio-
temporal dynamics of an IPG Raman pump laser which was used in the experiments, with
no particular features present.
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Figure A1: The spatio-temporal picture of a continuous wave with 20 dB Gaussian noise propa-
gating between two ideal mirrors, without dispersion or nonlinearity.
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Figure A2: The spatio-temporal picture of a continuous wave with 20 dB Gaussian noise propa-
gating between two ideal mirrors, in an optical bre. The picture is similar for both normal and
anomalous dispersion.
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Figure A3: The spatio-temporal picture of the stochastic radiation from an IPG Raman pump
laser.
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